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(This Foreword is not a pan of American National Slandard A14.2-1990.l

This standard on portable metal ladders is one of six American National Standards prepared
under the supervision of American National Standards Committee on Safety in the Construction, Care, and Use of Ladders, A14. All five standard have been developed by subcommittees that report to American National Standards Committee A14. The subcommittees are:
AI4-I, Portable Wood Ladders; AI4-2, Portable Metal Ladders; AI4-3, Fixed Ladders,
A 14-4, Job-Made Ladders; and AI4-5. Portable Reinforced Plastic Ladders.
All six standards except AJ4.7 Mobile Ladder Stands and Mobile Ladder Stand Platforms.
standards derive from the original American National Standard Safety Code for Construction.
Care, and Use of Ladders. which was first approved on July 25. 1923. Revisions were
approved on April II. 1935, April 2, 1948, and November 10. 1952.
The earlier editions contained some treatment of metal and fixed ladders. Requirements for
these types were removed from the 1948 revision because rapid development in the. metal
ladder field warranted special consideration and treatment of metal ladders and fixed ladders
(usually metal) in separate standards.
The Metal Ladder Manufacturers Association is responsible for initiating the standard on
portable metal ladders. This group prepared the original draft and submitted it to Standards
Committee A14 for consideration in May 1951. Subcommittee AJ4-2 was then created to
review the document and make any changes necessaJ)' to conform to the requirements of all
the interested groups. After consideration and some revision by the subcommittee, nearly
200 cOpies of the draft were sent to various organizations and individuals for review and
comment The suggestions received were considered in the preparation of the final draft,
which was submitted to the Standards Committee for letter ballot in December 1955 and
approved in 1956. The 1972 edition was also developed by Subcommittee AI4-2.
Responding to a Consumer Product Safety Commission challenge in August 1975, the A 14
Committee mounted a three-prong attack to upgrade the portable ladder standards within
the consensus framework of developing standards. Three Task Forces - Anthropometric,
Testing, and Labeling - were established in October 1975.
Without question the most massive technically difficult task. which included a significant
amount of human-factors work, was carried out by the Testing Task Force. Over 100 known
ladder experts were solicited to join this task force and provide their technical expertise. The
work involved 50 meetings, over 400 test documents. and the use of numerous test ladders
over a period of nearly two years. The cost of the project has been conservatively estimated
at over $300,000.
At the August II, 1977, joint meeting of the Testing Task Force and the AI4 Advisory
Committee. 23 procedures were presented. These procedures, with an accompanying rationale
based upon statistical and human factors data, were distributed to the three protable-Iadder
subcommittees for review and incorporation into the standards. Recommendations for
nomenclature and for care and use of ladders, as well as the Ladder Use Survey Form and
Bi-Level Fall Victim Report Form that have been included in the Appendixes. had been
previously balloted in order that this more technical material from the Testing Task Force
would receive the full attention of the three subcommittees.
Test procedures were developed for three different applications, namely, design verfication,
quality control. and in-service testing. Design verification tests would generally be conducted
on a one-time basis during the original design development of the product and would usually
be destructive tests. Quality control tests would be conducted by the manufacturer on an
on- geing basis; some of the tests would be destructive and some would be nondestructive.
In service tests would be conducted by the user on a periodic basis and would be nondestructive in nature.
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The A14Committee adopted1une 4,1982,* as the effective date of ANSI A14.2-1981,
which was approved March 4, 1980. This was to allow the manufacturers the necessary
lead time to evaluate their products for conformance' to the 1981 edition of the three portable
ladder standards, to redesign and test their products where applicable, to design and build
the required manufacturing tooling and machinery, and to convert their manufacturing
operations to produce the revised products.
In 1981, experience by some of the manufacturers indicated that the inclined load test was
not practical when applied to all available length ladders. Also. recommendations were
received for clarifications in test procedure descriptions.

In the course of resolving these questions, evidence was produced to warrant modifications in
the label test requirements. As a result. it became necessary to postpone the effective date of
these standards from June 4. ~ 982, to October 4, 1982, to allow investigations which brought
about the needed changes in label test specifications.
In this current revision, several issues which !ll'ose since the last revision are addressed. Most
significantly requirements have been developed to cover the multi-purpose articulated ladder.
In addition the label/markings section has improved graphics as well as new labels.
Suggestions for improvement of this standard will be welcome. They should be sent to the
Sociey of Safety Engineers, 1800 E. Oakton St.• Des Plaines, Illinois 600 18

Am~rican

The standard was processed and approved for submmittal to ANSI by American National
Standards Committee on Safety in the Construction, Care, and Use of Ladders. A14.
Comm,ittee approval of the standard does not necessarily imply that all the committee
members voted for its approval. At the time it approved this standards, the A 14 Committee
had the following members:
Lewis W. Berger, Chairman
Thomas F. Bresnahan, Secretary
Organization Represented

Name of Representative

The Aluminum Association ......•.................•..............•.......... Robert I. Werner
Peter Pollak (Alt)
American Institute of Architects ..........•................................... Robert H. Lee
American Insurance Association .............................................. David P. Winger
Alliance of American Insurers ................................................ Harry WincheD
American Ladder Institute .•••••........................................•.... Alan Kline
Robert I. Werner (Alt)
Associated General Contractors of America, Inc.....................•............ Vacant
Association of American Railroads ............................................ T. M. Hatchard
Canadian Standards Association .............................................. Robert Reid
Edison Electric Institute ......•................................••......•..... David C. Nonnan
Matthew Mingoia (Alt)
Exchange Carriers Standards Association ....................................... Robert A. Naser
Jonathan L. Shaw (Alt)
O. J. Gusella
Industrial Safety Equipment Association •....••..........•.......••............ Allen Neustater
Frank E. Wilcher. Jr. (Alt)
International BrotherhooclofElectrical Workers ...•.............••.•......••.... Manuel A. Mederos
International Brotherhood ofPainters.& Allied Trades ......•...••.•..••••..••.... George 1. Jones
*The original effective date was March 4, 1982.
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International Union of BrickJayers & Allied Craftsmen ............................ Alben R. Couillard
Metal Ladder Manufacturers Association ........................................ Richard L. Werner
Jerrold F. Hilton (Alt)
Richard Sulecki (All)
Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association .........•.•.. "..•..•.................. Michael Shust
Kenneth E. Lauck (All)
National Association of Architectural Metal Manufacturers ......................... Philip B. Neilson
Roben J. Lyons (All)
National Association of Government Labor Officials ...•..........................Kenneth J. Zellar
John Molovich (Alt)
National Fire Protection Association ...........................................Samuel C. Cramer
Ronald Bennett (Alt)
National Retail Federation ...................•....••................•....... Joseph B. Siegel
Steel Plate Fabricators Association ................................. "........... Ward Gill
Thurmond Yost (Alt)
Underwriters' Laboratories "....•.....•.....•.....••.........•...•.............Edward Killoren
William R. Hooper (All)
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission ...•...•.•....•..................•...Colin B. Church*
Jos. Fandey (Alt)*
U.S. I>ept. of Agriculture .............•........................•.............Vacant
U.S. Dept. of the Army. Cmps of Engineers ...........................•.•...... Jeny Haskins
U.S. Dept of Labor OSHA ........•.........••.....••...•...........••.......Terence Smith
Gilbert Esparza. (AU)
ANSI Z 133.1 Committee •...•••...•............•............................Robert Felix
Independent Specialists ............•..•..•.....•.....•..•.......•••.........Donald Bloswick
John E. Johnson
Harold W. Stillman
Subcommittee Al4-2 on Portable Metal Ladders, which developed this standard.
had the following members:
"
Harold W. Stilbnan, Chairman

R.Bamett
R.Bennett
L. W. Berger
E.E.Cooke
S.C.Cramer
J. F. Hilton
R.M.Jacobs
E. W. Killoren
P. V.Mara
L. M. Nowicke
W. W. Pritsky

M. Silverman
H. W. Stillman, Jr.
E.Records
R.L Werner
R.L. Werner

·Noovoting advisory mcmb..cr.
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AMERICAN NA110NAL STANDARD A14.:!-1990

American National Standard
for Ladders Portable Metal Safety Requirements

1. Scope and Purpose
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1.1 Scope. This standard prescribes rules governing
the safe construction, design, testing, care, and use
of portable metal ladders of various types including,
but not limited to. ladder type step stools, portable
extension, step, trestle, articulated, combination,
single, and platfonn ladders, but excluding ladders
in and on mines, the fire services, mobile equipment,
hoisting equipment, work platforms. antenna communications towers, transmission towers, utility poles,
and chimneys. It does not cover special-purpose
ladders that do not meet the general requirements of
this standard, nor does it cover ladder accessories,
including, but not limited to, ladder levelers, ladder
stabilizers or stand-off devices. ladder jacks. or ladder
straps or hooks, that may be installed on or used in
conjuction with ladders.
These requirements are also intended to prescribe
rules and minimum criteria for labeling/marking of the
kinds of portable ladders cited in this standard. but
exclusive of fmniture type step stools and special
purpose ladders. These labeling/marking requirements
do not apply to those situations where training, supervision, or documented safety procedures would be in
conflict, or serve in lieu of, these labeling/marking
requirements.
1.2 Purpose. The pwpose of this standard is to
provide reasonable safety for life, limb. and property.
In order to develop an effective safety program, the
standard may serve also as a basis for purchase requirements and for instruction in personnel training, and in
the preparation of motivationalfmstructional material,
such as safety practices, maRuals, posters, and the like.
This standard is also intended to provide the
manufacturer of metal ladders with a set of minimum
perfonnance and dimensional requirements against

which his product may be compared. It is not the
purpose of this standard to specify all the details of
construction of portable metal ladders. The limitations
imposed are for the purpose of providing adequate
general requirements and testing methods.

2. General
2.1 Rationale. A rationale has been developed covering the performance requirements of this standard. I
2.2 Application. This standard is intended for voluntary use by establishments that use, manufacture or
evaluate ladders. It is also designed to serve as a guide
to federal and state authorities or other regulatory
bodies in the formulation of laws or regulations.
The methods employed to ensure compliance with
this standard shall be determined by the proper
regulatory or administrative authority.
2.3 Interpretation. To secure uniform application
of this standard. it is recommended that suggestions
involving changes in the requirements or disputes
over their interpretation be referred to the following
organization:
American Society of Safety Engineers,
1800 East Oakton St., Des Plaines, Ill. 60018.
In view of the many different kinds of ladders and
the many different conditions under which they are
used, this standard should be liberally construed considering the rationale (see 2.1). In cases of practical
difficulty or under special-service conditions, it is
expected that the administrative authority will grant
exceptions to the literal requirements of this standard
IThe rationale is on file with the Co-Secretarial. American Ladder
Institute, III East Wacker Drive, Chicago, III. 60601
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or will permit the use of alternate designs or features.
but only if equivalent safety is thereby secured.

trestle ladder or a stahwelliadder. Its components
may be used as single ladders.

2.4 Mandatory and Advisory Provisions. The word
"shaU" is to be understood as denoting a mandatory
requirement. The word "should" is to be understood
as denoting a recommendation.

duty rating. The combination of factors. including.
but not limited to. ladder type and design features.
which imply service capability.

2.5 Equivalent. The word "equivalent" in this
standard means a construction. connection, or
material providing equal perfonnance.

extension ladder. A non-self-supporting portable
ladder adjustable in length. It consists of two or more
sections traveling in guides or brackets or the equivalent and so arranged as to pennit length adjustment

2_6 Effective Date. The requirements of this standard shall become effective on the date the revised
A14.2 standard is approved by ANSI.

extension trestle ladder. A self-supporting portable
ladder. adjustable in length, consisting of a trestle
ladder base and a vertically adjustable extension
section. with a suitable means for locking the
ladders together.

3. Related Standards

highest standing level. The vertical distance,
expressed in feet and inches, from the uppermost rung
or step the climber is advised to use to the horizontal
plane of the ladder base support, with the ladder in
the preferred climbing position.

This standard is intended for use in conjunction
with the following American National Standards
(see Section 10):
American National Standard Safety Requirements
for ScaffOlding, ANSI Al 0.8-1988.
American National Standard for Ladders - Portable
Wood - Safety Requirements, ANSlAI4.1-1990.
American National Standard for Ladders - Portable
Reinforced Plastic - Safety Requirements, ANSI
AI4.5-1982.

4. Definitions and Nomenclature
angle of inclination. The preferred pitch for portable
non-self-supporting ladders.
articulated joint. A hinge which is able to be locked
in one or more positions.
articulated ladder. A portable ladder with one or
more pairs of locking articulated joints which allow
the ladder to be set up in several modes such as a
single or extension ladder, with or without a stand-off,
as a regular or double front stepladder, scaffold or
worktable.
back leg (rear rail). The back legs are joined by rear
braces to form the back section.
combination ladder. A portable ladder capable of
being used either as a stepladder or as a single or extension ladder. It may also be capable of being used as a
10

inside clear width. The distance between the inside
flanges of the side rails of a ladder.
ladder. A device incorporating or employing steps.
rungs. or cleats on which a person may step to ascend
or descend.
ladder foo~ shoe, or skid-resistant bearing surface.
That component of ladder support that is in contact
with the lower supporting surface.
ladder type. The designation that identifies the
working load.
marking. Any sign. label, stencil. or plate of a primary
hazard or infonnational character, or both, affixed,
painted, burned, stamped, or embossed on the ladder
surface. (for examples. see Appendixes A and B.)
maximum extended length or maximum working
length. The total length of the extension ladder when
the middle or intennediate and top or fly sections are
fully extended (maintaining the required overlay).
permanent deformation (set). That deformation
remaining in any part of a ladder after all loads have
been removed.
pitch. The included (acute) angle between the horizontal and the ladder. which is measured on the side
of the ladder opposite the climbing side. It is usually
expressed as the ratio HIL. which is the horizontal

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD A 14.2-1990

distance H from the base of the ladder to the supporting surface divided by the wolking length L of the
ladder.
plastic top cap. Injection molded thermoplastic uppermost horizontal member of a portable stepladder.
platform. A landing surface that is used as a working
or standing location.
platform ladder. A self-supporting portable ladder of
flXed size with a platform provided at the intended
highest standing level.

stand-oft'. A means by which a ladder may be erected
at some horizontal distance away from its upper
support point.
stepladder. A self-supporting portable ladder. nonadjustable in length, with flat steps and a hinged base.

rail. The side members joined at intervals by either
rungs, steps, cleats, or rear braces.

step stool (ladder type). A self-supporting. foldable •
.portable ladder, nonadjustable in length, 32 inches or
less in overall size, with flat steps and without a pail
shelf, designed to be climbed on the ladder top cap
so that the ladder top cap as w~ll as all steps can be
climbed. The side rails may continue above the
top cap.

rear braces. Crosspieces or diagonals (in the back
section of a self-supporting ladder), not intended for
climbing, which may be spaced at any interval.

step surfaces. The clear portion of steps, rungs, or
cleats on which a person may step while ascending
or descending a ladder.

rungs, steps, or deats. Ladder crosspieces that are
intended for use by a person in ascending or
descending.

test faDure. Damage or visible weakening of the
ladder structure or a component, except where
otherwise defmed by the test protocol.

portable ladder. A ladder that can readily be moved
or carried, usually consisting of side rails joined at
intervals by step, rungs, cleats, or rear braces.

()

for design or construction features of one of the
general-purpose ladders defined elsewhere in this
section, in order to adapt the ladder for special or
specific climbing uses.

scaffold. A temporary elevated platform and its
supporting structure used for supporting worker(s)
or materials or both.
section
(1) bottom or base section. The lowest section of a
non-self-supporting portable ladder.
(2) top or Dy section. The uppermost section of a
non-self-supporting portable ladder.
(3) middle or intermediate section. The section
between the top (fly) and bottom (base) sections of a
non-self-supporting portable ladder.
sectional ladder. A non-self-supporting portable
ladder, nonadjustable in length, consisting of two or
more sections, and so constructed that the sections
may be combined to function as a single ladder.
single ladder. A non-self-supporting portable ladder,
nonadjustable in length, consisting of one section.
size. The quantitative description of the length of the
ladder. Methods of defining size are presented in the
individual standards.
special-purpose ladder. A portable ladder that is
. either an experimentally designed ladder or a modification or assemblage of A14 approved requirements

test load. The applied load used to demonstrate

compliance with a performance test requirement.
top cap. the uppermost horizontal member of a
portable stepladder.
top step. The first step below the top cap of a portable
stepladder. Where a ladder is constructed without a top
~cap, the top step is the first step below the top of the
rails.
trestle ladder (double front ladder). A self-supporting portable ladder, non-adjustable in length, consist- .
ing of two sections, intended for climbing on both
sides simultaneously, hinged at the top to form angles
with the base.
unwaxed vinyl tile. In this standard, it shall be 'the
Official Vmyl Composition Tile (Over) available
from the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers'
Association, 1101 Connecticut Ave., Washington,
DC 20036.

ultimate failure. The collapse of the ladder structure
or, where applicable, a component thereof.
visual damage. Damage evident by visual inspection.
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visual inspection. Inspection by Ibe eye without

recourse to any optical devices except prescription
eyeglasses.
working length. The length of a non-self-supporting
portable ladder measured along the rails from the base
support point of the ladder to the point of bearing at
the top.
working load. Maximum applied load, including the
weight of the user, materials, and tools, that the ladder
is to support for the intended use.

5.5 Rungs, Steps, and Platform. Those surfaces
of rungs, steps, and platfonns designed for use in
ascending, descending, worlting, or standing, shall be
corrugated, serrated, knurled, simpled, or coated with
a skid-resistant material, across their entire width.

5.6 Hardware. Hardware shall meet the requirements for the ladder's component parts and shall be
of a material that is protected against corrosion unless
it is inherently corrosion-resistant. Metals shall be so
selected as to avoid excessive galvanic action.

5.7 Burrs, Bolts, Rivets, and Welds. All workmanship shall be free from burrs in excess of 1/64 inch.

5. General Requirements
Specific design and construction requirements are
minimized in this standard because of the wide variety
of metals and design possiblities. However, the design
sruln have such characteristics as to produce a ladder
of sufficient strength and stiffness to meet the performance requirements of this standard and shall produce
a ladder without structural defects or accident hazards,
such as sharp edges, bUlTS, and the like.
5.1 Flare. Because of the varied conditions and the
wide variety of l~der uses,ladders may be designed
with parallel side rails, with side rails varying unifonnly in peparation along the length (tapered), or
with side rails flaring at the base.
5.2 Side Rails. The design of the side rails shall be

such as to ensure a product that will confonn to the
requirements of this standard.

5.3 Rung and Step Spacing. The spacing between
ladder rungs or steps shall be on 12-inch centers ±1/8
inch, except for step stools where the spacing shall be
unifonn but not less that 8 inches ±1I8 inch nor more
than 12 inches ±1/8 inch measured along the side rail.
On articulated and combination ladders, the 12-inch
spacing shall be maintained across hinged sections.
NOTE: Stepladders with the top step 18 inches below the top
cap and the bottom step 6 inches above the base support are
penniued as an alternate means of CODSbUction. In this case
the top step may be used for stepping purposes. When the
top step is 18 inches below the top cap, provision should be
made to restrict inadvertent stepping into the opening.

5.4 Ruog Connections. Rung-to-side rail or stepto-side rail connections shall be so constructed as to

ensure sufficient rigidity- and strength to confonn to
the requirements of this standard. All connections shall
be riveted, welded, swaged, fastened with a locking
type bolt or other pennanent means.
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5.8 Angle of Inclination. The angle of inclination
for single and extension ladders, and articulated
ladders and combination ladders when used as a
single ladder shall be 75-1/2°. The angle of inclination
for articulated ladders using rungs, when used as a
single or extension ladder, shall be 75-1/2°, but the
tread portion is not required to be horizontal. For
articulated or combination ladder using steps, this
angle may range from 70° to 75-1/2°, to the extent
necessary to pennit the tread portion of the steps to
be horizontal (level).
5.9 Injection Molded Top Caps. Top cap shall be
manufactured in a controlled process yielding good
commercial workmanship of the part. Finished
component shall meet specified dimensions, possess
a minimum of shorts or voids, be reasonably free
from distortion or warping, discoloration and excessive sink marks or parting Jine flash.

6. Specifications
6.1 Stepladders
. 6.1.1 Stepladder Size. Stepladders longer than 20
feet shall not be supplied. The size shall be measured

along the front edge of the front side rail, including top
cap and foot, with a tolerance of ±1/2 inch. Heavyduty (type-I) iUld extra-heary-duty (type-IA) ladderS
shall be 3 to 20 feet; medium-duty (type-D) ladders
shall be 3 to 12 feet; and light-duty (type-In) ladders
shall be 3 to 6 feet in length (see 8.2.1.1).
6.1.2 Slope. Slope is the angle of the side rails or
back legs with respect to the vertical and is expressed
as the horizontal deviation from the vertical per unit
length of the member. Stepladders shall be constructed
so that when they are in the open position, the slope of
the front section is not less than 3-1/2 inches, and
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slope of the back section is not less than 2 inches. for
each 12-inch length of side rail.
6.1.3 Width and Spread. The minimum clear
width between the side rails at the top step shall be
12 inches. The minimum base width shall be determined by providing an overall increase in the spread
of a minimum of 1-1/4 inch per foot from the top step
to the base, measured along the side rail. From top
to bottom the spread between the side rails shall
increase a minimum of 1-1/4 inches per foot of
side-rail length.
6.1.4 Steps. Steps shall be parallel and level
within 1/8 inch (see 5.3).
6.1.5 Step Width. The minimum width of the
step or tread shall be 3 inches.
6.1.6 Bucket (Pail) Shelv:es. Where bucket
shelves are an integral part of the stepladder, they
shall be so fastened that they can be folded up within
the ladder when the ladder is closed (see Section
7.5.5). On ladders 8 feet or less in length, the shelf
shall be designed so that it must be folded before the
ladder can be closed, or during the closing of the
ladder the shelf shall fold and the bucket shelf
. anns shall not project beyond the front rail frame
surfaces facing the u.ser.
6.1.7 Back Section. The back section may be
designed with any type of rear braces as long as it
meets the general and testing requirements (see
Section 7).
6.1.8 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails shall be
made of or covered with slip-resistant material. The
dimensions of the slip-resistant surface shall not be
less than the dimensions of the projected area outlined
by the cross-section of the end of the rail.
6.1.9 Spreaders. A metal spreader or locking
device of sufficient size and strength to securely hold
the front and back sections in the open position shall
be a component part of each stepladder. The spreader
shall not be more than 6-1/2 feet above the lower
support surface and shall have all sharp points or
edges covered or removed to protect the user.
For ladders using double sets of spreaders, the
foregoing height limitation applies only to the
lower set.
6.1.10 Injection Molded Top Caps. Specification of the particular resin, fIller and additives
are the responsibility of the molder, who shall give
consideration that certain requirements are achieved.
All filled thennoplastics shall have the appropriate
coupling agent and adequate ultraviolet inhibitors
should be incorporated.!
The assembled part shall be designed to exhibit
satisfactory corrosion resistance, outdoor weathering,

thennal stability. and structural integrity under the
stipulated thennal conditions outlined in the standard..
6.2 Single and Extension Ladders
6.:.1 Single· Ladder Width. The minimum
clear width between side rails shall be not less than
12 inches for ladders 10 feet and under and shall
increase 1/8 inch for each additional foot of length.
6.2.2 Extension-Ladder Width. The minimum
clear width between side rails of the fly or intermediate section shall not be less than 12 inches. The
minimum clear width between side rails at the bottom
of the base section shall be not less than the following
dimensions:
6.2.3 Single-Ladder Size. The size of a single
ladder is designated by the overall length at the side
rail, exclusing any foot or end cap, with a tolerance of
±1/2 inch. Heavy-duty (type-I) or extra-heavy-duty
(type-IA) ladders shall not exceed 30 feet in length;
medium-duty (type-II) ladders shall not exceed 24
feet in length; and light-duty (type-III) ladders shall
not exceed 16 feet in length.

Ladder Size
(feet)

Minimum Clear Width
between Side Rails
(inches)

Up to and including 28

14

Over 28. up to and including 40

15

Over 40, up to and including 72

18

6.2.4· Extension-Ladder Size. The size of an
extension ladder is designated by the sum of the
lengths of one side rail of each section measured
along the side rails, excluding any foot or end cap.
A tolerance of ±3 inches per section shall be allowed.
Extension ladders shall not exceed the sizes specified
in Table 1.
Extension ladders shall be marked to indicate both
the total length of sections and the maximum extended
length or maximum working length.
6.2.5 Overlap and Bearing Length. Each section
of a multisection ladder, when fully extended. shall
overlap the adj/1.cent section by the number of feet
indicated in Table 2, with a tolerance of ±2 inches for
two-section and ±3 inches for extension ladders other
than two-section. A longer overlap is pennitted.
Bearing length is detennined by perfonnance tests.
6.2.6 Overlap Control. Extension ladders shall
be equipped in such a manner that the ladder cannot be
1 One preferred system is a minimum of 0,25% by weight of HALS
(Hindered Amino Light Stabilizer) and 0.12% antioxidant.
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Table 1
Extension-Ladder Size
Two-Section
Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duty - Type m

(feet)

Up to and including 60
Up to and including 60
Up to and including 48
Up to and including 32

Up to and including 72
Up to and including 72
Up to and including 60

used with an overlap less than the minimum specified
in Table 2. Designs employing ladder lock location,

mechanical stops, or the equivalent are acceptable, but
not those depending upon pulley location.
6.2.7 Extension Locking Device. The extension
locking device shall be designed to withstand all perfonnance tests. Locks may be any desi~, such as
gravity, spring-action, rope-operated, or stationaty
types.
A section incorporating locks that result in the
elimination of a rung in the section or one not intended
for separate use because of non-compliance with
single ladder requirements shall include a permanent
marking in letters not less than l/8-inch high; or a
label meeting section 7.6 (labeling tests) may be used:
Caution - This Ladder Section Is Not
Designed for Separate Use
or pennanently attached stops shall be provided to
prevent removal of the section. Permanently attached
stops are considered to be those that would require
cutting or drilling, or similar forceable means, for
removal.
Table 2
Minimum Required Overlap for
Extension Ladders
Overlap
(feet)'"

Ladder Size
(feet)

Types I
andIA

Up to and including 32
Over 32, up to and including 36
Over 36, up to and including 48
Over 48. up to and including 72

3

3

4
5

4

Types II
and III

5

6

"'The tolerance on the overlap is ±2 inches for two-section
ladders and ±3 inches for extension ladders other than twosection.

14

Three-Section

(feet)

6.2.8 Rope and Pulley
6.2.8.1 Extension ladders may be equipped
with a rope and pulley. The pulley shall be attached to
the ladder in such a manner as not to weaken either the
rungs or the side rails. Fastening means to secure the
pulley shall not be construed as weakening the rungs,
provided the rungs meet the applicable rung bending
strength test.
6.2.8.2 The rope used with the pulley shall be
not less· than a-nominal 5/16 inch in diameter, shall
have a minimum breaking strength of 560 pounds,
and shall be of sufficient length for the purpose
intended. On three-section ladders, on the fly section
only, wire cable may be used in the rope and pulley
hook-up. The cable shall be not less than 1/8 inch
in diameter.
6.2.9 Shoes, Spurs, and Other Anti-Slip
Devices. Each rail of a singl~ ladder and each rail of
an extension-ladder base section shall be provided
with a means of slip resistance secured to the lower
end of the ladder rail and designed to function at the
specified angle of inclination. Such devices include.
but are not limited to, safety shoes, spurs, spikes,
confonnable shoes, and flat or radiussed tread feet.
6.2.10 End Caps and End Closures. End caps
shall be provided on the upper end of each side rail
of the fly or intennediate section. End closures or
equivalent protection against sharp edges and snagging
shall be provided on the bottom of each side rail of the
fly or intennediate section when it operates in front of
the base section, or on the top of the base section when
the fly ·or intermediate section operates to the rear of
the base section. End closures on the bottom of the fly
or intennediate sections. when suitably designed in
accordance with 6.2.9, may serve as ladder shoes
where the unit pennits the sections to be taken apart.
6.3 Trestle (Double Front) and Extension Trestle
Ladders
6.3.1 Size. Trestle ladders or extension sections,
or base sections of extension trestle ladders, shall
not be more than 20 feet in length. A tolerance of
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+2 inches, -1/2 inch shall apply to all sections. In
no case shall the extension-section size exceed the
base-section size.
6.3.1.1 Trestle (Double Front) Ladder. The
size of a trestle ladder is designated by the length of
the side rails measured along the front edge, including
the foot or shoe.
6.3.1.2 Extension Trestle Ladder. The size of
an extension" trestle ladder is designated by the length
of the trestle ladder base along the front edge of the
side rail, including the shoe, plus the allowable
extended length of the extension section measured
along its side rail.
6.3.2 Width. The minimum clear width between
the side rails of the trestle or extension section at any
point shall not be less than 12-1/2 inches. The width
spread shall not be less than 1-1/4 inches per foot of
side-raillenth.
6.3.3 Base Spread. The spread when the base
section is open shall not be less than 5-1(2 inches per
foot of base-section side rail.
6.3.4 Overlap. The extension section of the
extension trestle ladder, when fully extelided, shall
overlap the base section by the number of feet indicated in Table 3, ±2 inches.
6.3.5 Overlap Control. Extension trestle ladders
shall be equipped in such a manner that the ladder
carmot be used with an overlap less than the minimum
specified in Table 3. Designs employing ladder lock
locations, mechanical stops, or the equivalent are
acceptable.
6.3.6 Extension Locking Device. The extension
locking device shall be designed to withstand all load
tests.
6.3.7 Spreaders. A metal spreader or locking
device of sufficient size and strength to securely hold
the front and back sections in the open position shall
be a component of each trestle ladder. The spreader
shall have all sharp points or edges covered or
removed to protect the user. When double sets of
spreaders are used, the lower set shall not be more
than 6-1(2 feet above the lower support surface. On
extension trestles where the extension guidance
system serves as the spreaders, its location may be
more than 6-1/2 feet above the base.
6.3.8 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails of the
trestle ladder and the base section of an extension
trestle ladder shall be made of or covered with slipresistant material. The dimensions of the slip-resistant
surface shall not be less than the dimensions of the
projected area outlined by the cross section of the
end of the rail.

Table 3
Minimum Required
Extension Trestle Ladder Overlap
Base Section Size

Overlap*

(feet)

(feet)

6 up to and including 8
Over 8, up to and including 12
Over 12, up to and including 16
Over 16, up to and including 20

3
4
5
6

*1be tolerance on the overlap is ±2 inches.

6.3.9 End Caps and End Closures. End caps
shall be provided on the upper end of each side rail of
an extension trestle ladder. End closures or equivalent
protection against sharp edges and snagging shall be
provided on the bonom of each side rail of the extension section. End closures on the bottom of the extension section, when suitably designed, may serve as
ladder shoes where the unit permits the sections to
be taken apart.
6.4 Platform Ladders
6.4.1 Size. The size of a platform ladder is designated by the overall length as determined by the length
of the front edge of the front side rail from the top of
the platform to the base of the ladder, including any

foot or shoe, with a tolerance of±l/2 inch. Heavy-duty
(type-I) and extra-heavy-duty (type-lA) ladders shall
be 2 to 18 feet; medium-duty (type-II) ladders shall be
'2 to 10 feet; and light-duty (type-ill) ladders shall be
2 to 4 feet in length.
6.4.2 Slope. Slope is the angle of the side rails or
back legs with respect to the vertical and is expressed
as the horizontal deviation from the vertical per unit
length of the member. Platform ladders shall be so
constructed that when in the open position, the slope
of the front section is not less than 3-1(2 inches, and
the slope of the back section is not less than 1 inch,
for each 12-inch length of side rail.
6.4.3 Width and Spread. The minimum clear
width between the side rails at the platform level
shall be· 14 inches for type-I, -lA, and -II ladders
and 13 inches for type-ill ladders. The width
spread shall not be less than 1-1/4 inch per foot of
side-rail length.
6.4.4 Platform. The platform shall be at least 20
inches below the top of the ladder. The platform area
shall not be less than 200 square inches for type-I, -lA,
and -II ladders, and not less than 130 square inches for
type-m laddeJ:S. The platform shall not extend more
than 1-1(2 inches beyond the back rail.
15
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Table 4
Combination Ladder Size
Length in Feet
Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type m

Minimum

Maximum

4
4
4
4

10
10
10

6

6.4.5 Top Rail. The back legs and side rails of a
platform-type ladder shall extend at least 20 inches
of vertical height above the platform and shall be
connected with a top member to form a three-sided
rail. Equivalent construction may be provided.
6.4.6 Spreaders. Extra spreaders shall be provided on all ladders greater than 6 feet in size. Only
ladders 6 feet or under may use the platfonn hinging
device as the spreader if the device locks the ladder
open. The spreader shall have all sharp points or edges
covered or removed to protect the user. The spreader
shall not be more than 6-1/2. feet above the lower
support surface. For ladders where double sets of
spreaders are used, the foregoing height limitation
applies only to the lower set.
6.4.7 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails shall be
made of or covered with slip-resistant material. The
dimensions of the slip-resistant surface shall not be
less than the dimensions of the projected area outlined
by the cross section of the end of the rail.
6.4.8 Other Requirements. The requirements of
6.1.1 through 6.1.9 that are not in conflict with 6.4.1
through 6.4.7 shall also apply to platfonn ladders.
6.5 Combination Ladders
6.5.1 Combination-Ladder Size. When the
combination ladder is used as a self-supporting ladder,
the size is designated by the length of the ladder
measured along the front edge of the front side rail
from the bottom of the foot to the top of the top cap,
or to the top step when no top cap is used, with a
tolerance of ±1/2 inch, and shall be within the limits
shown in Table 4.
When the combination ladder is used as an exten- .
sion ladder, the maximum extended length shall be
at least twice the stepladder length less 3 feet. The
stepladder length and the maximum extension-ladder
length shall be within ±1/2 inch of tHe size indicated
on the label.
6.5.2 Sl!)pe. Slope is the angle of the front side
rails (stepladder section) or the rear side rails (single16

or extension-ladder section) with respect to the vertical
and is expressed as the horizontal deviation from the
vertical per unit length of the member. Combination
ladders shall be so constructed that when the ladder is
in the open poSition for use as a stepladder, the slope
of the front section is not less than 3-1/2 inches. for
each 12-inch of side rail. and the slope of the back
section is not less than 2 inches, for each 12-inch
length of side rail.
6.5.3 Width and Spread. The minimum clear
width between the front side rails at the top step shan
be 12 inches. The minimum clear width between the
front side rails measured at the bottom of the side rail
shall exceed the minimum clear width at the top step·
by 1-1/2 inches per foot of side-rail length. The minimum clear width between rear side rails (extension~
or single-ladder section) shall be 12 inches.
6.5.4 Steps and Rungs. Either steps or rungs may
be used on the front and rear sections. Step surfaces
shall be parallel and level within ±1/8 inch. When
steps are used in the rear section, the step surfaces
shall be parallel within ±l/8 inch with the step
surfaces in the front section when the ladder is
used as a single or extension ladder.
6.5.5 Step Width. Where used. the minimum
width of the step in the front section only (stepladder
section) shall be 3 inches.
6.5.5 Bucket Shelves. Where bucket shelves are
an·integral part of the combination ladder, they shall
be so fastened that they can be folded up within the .
ladder when the ladder is closed (see Section 7).
6.5.7 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails shall be
made of or covered with slip-resistant material. The
dimensions of the slip-resistant surface shall not be
less than the dimensions of the projected area outlined
by the cross section of the end of the rail.
.
6.5.8 Spreaders. A metal spreader or locking device
of sufficient size and strength to securely hold the front
and rear sections in the open position shall be a component part of each combination ladder. The spreader
shall have all sharp points or edges covered or removed
to protect the user. The spreaders shall not be more than
6-1/2 feet above the base supporting surface.
6.5.9 Extension Locking Device. The extension
locking device shall be designed to withstand all load
tests without test failure (see Section 7.3.4.1.2.2).
6.5.10 Stops. Combination ladders shall be
equipped in such a manner that the ladders, when
used as extension ladders, shall not exeed the maxi~
mum working lengths specified by the manufacturer.
Designs employing ladder lock location, mechanical
stops, or the equivalent are acceptable.
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6.5.11 End Caps. End caps shall be provided on
the upper ends of each side rail of a cornination section
when the rail is not otherwise capped.
6.6 Step Stools (Ladder Type)
. 6.6.1 Size. Step-stool size is measured along the
front edge of the front side rail, including the top cap
and feet, with a tolerance of ±1/2 inch. The front side
rails may continue around and over the top cap, but
such side-rail extension is not considered part of the
ladder size.
6.6.2 Slope. Slope is the angle of the side rails or
back legs with respect to the vertical and is expressed
as the horizontal deviation from the vertical per unit
length of the member. Step stools shall be constructed
so that when in the open position, the slope of the front
section is not less than 4 inches, and the slope of the
back section is not less than 2-1/2 inches, for each
12-inch length of side rail.
6.6.3 Width and Spread. The minimum clear
width between side rails at the top step shall be 10-1/2
inches. The minimum outside width at the top cap
shall be 12 inches. From top to bottom the spread
between the side rails shall increase a minimum of
1-1/4 inches per foot of side-rail length.
.
6.6.4 Steps. Steps shall be parallel and level
within the tolerance specified (see 5.3). Excluding
the interval between the bottom step and the support
surface. the steps and top cap shall be uniformly
spaced at intervals of 8 to 12 inches.
6.6.5 Step Width. The minimum width of the
step or tread shall be 3 inches.
6.6.6 Back Section. The back section may be
designed with any type of rear braces as long as it
meets the general and test requirements. (See Section 7.)
6.6.7 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails shall be
made of or covered with slip-resistant material. The
dimensions of the slip-resistant surface shall not be
less than the dimensions of the projected area outlined
by the cross section of the end of the rail.
6.6.8 Spreaders. A metal spreader or locking
device of sufficient size and strength to securely lock
the front and back sections in the open position shall
be a component part of each step stool. All sharp
points or edges shall be covered or removed to
protect the user.
6.6.9 Top Cap. The top cap shall be of sufficient
strength and slip resistance to pennit its use as a
climbing surface. Its size shall be not less than 12
inches wide and 4-3/4 inches deep. The top cap shall
not overhang the ladder in any direction in excess of
the dimensions of the attaching hardware or the
equivalent. The top cap shall not be split for folding
the ladder.

6.7 Articulated Ladders.
6.7.1 Articulated-Ladder Size. When the articulated ladder is used in a stepladder mode, the size is
designated by the length of the ladder measured along
the front edge of the front side rail from the bottom of
the foot to the center of the pivot pin of the hinge. with
a tolerance of±l/2 inch. Heavy-duty (Type-I) and
extra-heavy-duty (Type-IA) ladders shall be 3 to 15
feet; medium-duty (Type-II) ladders shall be 3 to 12
feet; and light-duty (Type-III) ladders shall be 3 to 6
feet in length (see 8.1.1.1).
When the articulated ladder is used in a single or
extension ladd~r mode. the size is designated by the
overall length at the side rail, including any foot.
with a tolerance of±l/2 inch. Heavy-duty (Type-I)
or extra-heavy-duty (Type-IA) ladder shall not exceed
30 feet in length; medium-duty (Type-II) ladders shall
not exceed 24 feet in length; and light-duty (Type-III)
ladders shall not exceed 12 feet in length.
6.7.2 Slope. Slope is the angle of the front side
rails or the rear side rails with respect to the vertical
and is expressed as the horizontal deviation from the
vertical per unit length of the member. Articulated
ladders shall be so constructed that when the ladder
is in the open position for use in the stepladder
mode, the slope of the front section is not less than
3-1fl inches. and the slope of the back section is
not less than 2 inches. for each 12-inch length of
back rail.
If the ladder permits use in the double front stepladder mode, the spread when the ladder is open shall
not be less than 5-1/2 inches for each 12-inch length
of side rail.
6.7.3 Width and Spread. The minimum inside
clear width between the front side rails at the top step
when set up in a stepladder mode shall be 12 inches.
If the ladder is provided with a straight back section,
then the front section's minimum outside width at the
bottom support shall exceed the width at the top of
the rails by 1-I /2 inches per foot of ladder length
when measured to the outside of the top side rails.
If the ladder is provided with both a front and back
section which spread. then both sections' minimum
. outisde width at the bottom support shall exceed the
width at the top of the rails by 1-1/4 inches per foot
of ladder length when measured to the outside of the
top side rails. The minimum inside clear width at
the base when set up in a single or extension ladder
mode shall be 12 inches for ladders 10 feet and
under and the minimum inside width shall increase
1/8 inch for each additional foot of length.
6.7.4 Steps and Rungs. Either steps or rungs
may be used on the front and rear sections. Step
17
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surfaces shan be parallel and level within ±1/8 inch.
When steps are nsed in the rear section, the step
surfaces shaH be paranel within ±l/8 inch with the step
surfaces in the front section when the ladder is used in
a single or extension ladder mode.
6.7.5 Step Width and Rung Diameter. If steps
are used, the minimum width of a step shan be 3
inches. If rungs are used, they may be round, obround,
trapezoidal. square. or rectangular. Round rungs
shall have a minimum diameter of 1-1/8 inches.
" Trapezoidal, obround, square or rectangular rungs
shall have a step surface of not less than 1 inch,
either flat or along a segment of arc of 3 inches or
greater radius. Right-angle or near-right angle
comers shan have their edges rounded to a radius
of not less than 1/16 of an inch.
6.7.6 Bucket Shelves. Where bucket shelves are
provided they shall be in compliance with Section
6.1.6 and 7.5.5 test requirements.
6.7.7 Feet. The bottoms of the four rails shan be
made of, or covered with, slip-resistant material. The
din.Iensions of the slip-resistant surface shall not be
less than the dimensions of the projected area outlined
by the cross section of the end of the rail. The tread
surface may be a radius.
6.7.8 Articulated Joints. The joints, and the joint
to side rail connections shall be so constructed as to
ensure sufficient strength and rigidity to confonn to
the requirements of this standard. The joints shall
have set locking pOSitions to allow set up at the
proper angles designated by the manufacturer. All
sharp points or edges or pinch points shall be
covered or removed to protect the user. Each lock
shall visibly indicate whether it is locked or
unlocked.
6.7.9 Work Table Position. Use as a work table
shall be limited to working heights of 5 feet or less.
The manufacturer shall supply suggestions for an
appropriate decking for safe usage.
6.7.10 Telescoping Sections. The locks for
any telescoping sections shall visibly indicate as to
whether they are locked or unlocked.
6.7.11 Scaffold Position. Use as a scaffold
shall be based on a minimum one man usage (259 lb.
including equipment). The manufacturer shall supply
or suggest an appropriate decking for safe usage.
Working heights shall be limited to 6 feet or less.
The height shall not exceed 3 times the minimum
outside width of the bottom support in the
scaffold position. Hand rails and toeboards are
not required.
18

7. Test Requirements
7.1 General
7.1.1 The test methods depicted in this section

represent the preferred methods to be followed in
determining whether a ladder confonns to the require"ments of this standard. Variations from the specific
methods depicted in the various diagrams shall be
acceptable provided such alternate means provide
equivalent results and comply with the intent of the
applicable preferred test method. However, where the
supposed equivalent test methods yield different
results, the preferred tes~ methods shall determine
whether or not the ladder is in confonnance with the
standard.
7.1.2 The test requirements were developed using
statistical tolerances. Hence, where a single test result
indicates noncompliance, the test may be repeated
utilizing a statistically justifiable number of test
samples to ultimately detennine compliance or noncompliance with the standard
7.1.3 Many of the tests required by the standard
are inherently dangerous. The American National
Standards Institute, the A14 Committee, the A14
Subcommittees, and the A14 Task Forces neither
asswne nor accept any responsibility for any injury or
damage that may occur during or as the result of tests,
wherever performed, whether perfonned in whole or
in part by the manufacturer, an outside laboratory or
consultant, the user or owner of the product, or any
other individual or organization. and whether or not
any equipment, facility, or personnel for or in connection with the test is furnished by the manufacturer or
by any other such individual, consultant, laboratory,
or organization. Extreme care shall be exercised to
avoid personal injury when setting up and conducting
the tests and when disassembling the test gear at the
conclusion of the tests.
7.1.4 Diligent effort and close attention to all
details shall be exercised in setting up and conducting
the tests. Subtle variations in test techniques may
introduce significant testing errors that bias the testing
program. Personnel inexperienped in ladder testing,
even though otherwise professionally qualified, should
be especially careful to follow the preferred test
methods.
7.1.5 Design verification tests shall be conducted
during the initial evaluation of a specific product
design and "thereafter whenever there is a change in
the design, method of manufacture, or material. It
is not intended that design verification tests shall
be conducted on ladders that have been in use or
subjected to prior damage, misuse, or abuse. Ladders
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(I) y deflection of the ladder under load.
(2) The ultimate test load shall be applied at three different locations: (a) to the center of the highest base
rung below the overlap (test load 1); (b) to the center of the fly rung in the center of the overlap or, ifneces-

C)

sary, 6 inches higher than the center of the ladder span (test load 2); and (c) to the center of the lowest fly
rung above the overlap (test load 3). The deflection test load, which is applied before the ultimate test load,
shall be applied only to the center of the rung nearest the center of the test span (test load 2).
(3) The support bars shall have a nominal radius of. I inch.
(4) This test is illustrated for a ladder design in which the fly section is behind the base section, shown here
with the base section on the left. For the alternative design in which the base section is behind the fly section,
the base should be on the right, and test load positions 1 and 3 would be reversed.
(5) Auxiliary means that do not increase the strength of the ladder may be used to ensure that the ladder
locks remain engaged during the test to prevent tranSlation of the fly section relative to the base section
during the test

Fig. 1

Horizontal Bending Test
subjected to design verification tests are not intended
for subsequent use.
7.1.6 Quality control tests should be conducted
during the manufcturing process employed to produce
the ladder. Such tests nonnally shall not be conducted
on every ladder manufactured or on ladders that have
been in use or subjected to prior damage, misuse, or
abuse. Certain quality control tests, such as dimensional verifications, hardness, chemistry, spectroscopic, and mechanical-properties tests may be
conducted on ladders subsequent to their use when
done with extreme care by properly qualified professionals following applicable ASTM standards for
such tests, where proper recognition is given to the
influence on the test results of the prior use and the

test method itself. Except where the quality control
tests are destructive in nature, ladders subjected to
quality control tests may be subsequently placed
into field service.
7.1.7 In-service tests may be conducted in the
. field by the manufacturer, the actual owner, the user,
or their agent!! to evaluate the condition of the product
following actual field service. Ladders that confonn to
the in-service use tests shall continue to be employed.
NOTE: The tests in italics are advisory, not mandatory, when
conducted for in-service teting purposes.

7.1.8 The development and ongoing implemcmtation of overall quality control shall be the responsibility of each individual manufacturer.
19
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TableS
Horizontal Bending Test Loads*
Working Load
300

Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty -Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type IT
Light duty - Type m

Deflection

Ultimate

Preload

Test Load

225
188
169
150

300
250

Test Load
375
310
280
250

250

225
200

225
200

"'All quantities are in pounds.

Table 6
Maximum Allowable Average Detlections
for Horizontal Bending Test
Maximum Working Length
(Size less Minimum OverlaE)*
Ladder Size
(feet)

Two-Section
(feet)

12
14

11

9

16

13

20
24
28
32
32
36
36

17

40
40
44
44

48
48
52
52
56
56
60
60
64

Three-Section
(feet)

21
25

3.6
5.2
6.8
to.O
13.2
26'

29
32
35

28
30
34

39

38
43
40
46
44

50

48
54

68
72

Maximum Average
Deflection
(inches)

52
56

16.4
17.4

19.6
20.6
22.8
22.6
26.0
26.0
29.2
29.2
32.4
31.2
35.6
34.4

38.8
38.6
42.0
41.2
44.S
47.9

60
"'For single ladders use column for maximum working length for two-section
extension ladder.

7.1.9 Confonnance to the design verification test
requirements shal1 be determined 5 minutes after load
removal, where applicable.
7.1.10 The test load shall be applied slowly, using
care to avoid impact loading during the test.
7.I.ll The unwaxed vinyl floor tile shall be the
Official Vmyl Composition Tde (O"'lCT) available
from the Chemical Specialties Manufacturers
Association, 1001 Connecticut Ave. NW, Washington,
DC 20036.
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7.2 Combination Ladder Tests. Combination

ladders shall comply ~ith the test requirements for
stepladders when in the stepladder position, and for
extension ladders when in the extension-ladder
position. The 75-1/20 angle of inclination for extension
ladders shall be modified when applied to combination
ladders in their extension-ladder orientation to the
extent necessary to permit the tread portion of the
steps to be horizontal (level).
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7.3 Single, Extension, Combination, and
Articulated Ladder Tests
7.3.1 Horizontal Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

7.3.1.1 The ladder shall be placed in a flat,
horizontal position, as shown in Fig. 1a. When extension and combination ladders are tested, the unit shall
be opened to the required overlap and extended to its
maximum working length. When an articulated ladder
is being tested it shall be set up at its maximum length
in the extension ladder mode.
The unit shall be loaded with the preload shown in
Table 5, which shall be held for a minimum period of
1 minute and then unloaded.
After preloading, a deflection test load in accordance with Table 5 shall be applied equally to both side
rails. The load shall be applied to the center of the
rung nearest to the center of the test span, over a 3-1/2
inch length of the rung, as shown in Fig. 1b. Vertical
measuremenTS shall be taken of both rails before and
during loading, and after the load is removed. The
maximum average deflection of both side rails shall
not exceed the value given in Table 6.
7.3.1.2 The ladder shall then be subjected for
at least 1 minute to an increased load equal to the
ultimate test load in accordance with Table 5. The
ladder shall sustain the ultimate test load without
ultimate failure. The test load shall be sequentially
applied at three different rung locations: first to the
center of the highest base rung below the overlap;
second to the center of the fly rung in the center of the
fly rung in the center of the overlap or, if necessary,
6 inches higher than the center of the ladder span;
and third to the center of the, lowest fly rung above the
overlap. When testing an articulated ladder, the test
load shall be applied to the center of the rung immediately above the center of the test span. When the
articulated ladder is intended to be climbed from either
side, the horizontal bending test shall be conducted
front and back,. The end support bars shall be designed
to permit longitudinal translation of either one or both
supports during loading as the test unit deflects, yet
still maintain the 6-inch overhang at each end.
7.3.2 Deflection Test

NOTE: This is both a design verification test and an
in-service use lest.
The ladder shall be supported and the load shall
be applied to the rung closest to the midpoint of the
test span, over a 3-1I2-inch bearing on the rung, as
shown in Fig. 2a and b. All supponing and loading
apparatus shall conform to that shown in Fig. 2. The

test results shall be recorded on a data sheet that
contains at least the minimum data shown in Fi~. 3,
or the equivalent.
The ladder shall be preloaded with a 30-pound
loadfor 1 minute before applying the test load. The
test load shall be applied for a period of 1 minute,
in accordance with Table 7.
Deflections shall be determined by measuring. at
the midpoint between the supports, the l'el't;cal distancefrom the extreme outside edges of the widest
section of both rails to the floor or other reference
surface both before loading and while the full test load
is applied. These measurements shall be entered on the
data sheet (see Fig. 3). The test shall be repeated with
the load applied to the other rail of the ladder. The
twist angle between a line joining the loaded alld
unloaded rails and the horizontal shall be calculated
from the trigonometric equation:
_

. (difference in deflection of railS)

a - arc sme outSI'd'd
.
e WI th 0if'd
WI est sectlOll
.=arc sine

(\;B )

The ladder shall pass this test y,!ithout exceeding
the values of deflection and angle of twist shown
in Table 8.
7.3.3 Simulated In-Use Inclined Load Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The ladder shall be the maximum usable length
fully extended and supported as shown in Fig. 4. The
load shall be applied equally to both side rails on the
lowest fly rung above the overlap using two 3-1/2-inch
straps, each located next to a rail and centrally loaded
through an equalizer bar over the climbing side of the
ladder. All supporting and loading apparatus shall
conform to that shown in Fig. 4.
The ladder shall be loaded in accordance with
Table 9. The full load shall be applied for a period of
1 minute before release. The ladder shall sustain this
load without ultimate failure. Permanent deformation
(set) shall be allowed. '
This test shall be used only for design verification.
It shall not be employed for quality control or field
inspection purposes.
7.3.4 Hardware Test Requirements
7.3.4.1 Column and Hardware Load Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

7.3.4.1.1 Single and Extension Ladders.
The test unit shall either be the shortest full-size ladder
manufactured or a unit merely of sufficient length for
21
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Table'
Deflection Test Loads
Deflection
Test Load
(pounds)
70
60
55
50

Duty rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty· Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type m

TableS
Deflections and Angles of Twist
Single'" and Extension Ladders
Maximum Working Length
(Size less Minimum Overlap)
(feet)

Size of
Ladder
(feet) Two-Section'"

Three-Section

Combination
Ladders

Maximum
Working
Length
(feet)

Maximum Deflection Y
of Loaded Railt
(inches)
Extension
Ladder

7

8
9

14
15
16
17
18
20
22
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56

10
11
12
13
14
15
17
19

11

Twist Angle a
(degrees)

*

Combination Extension Combination
Ladder
Ladder
Ladder
1.00
2.1
1.20
2.3
1.40
2.5
1.60
2.6
1.80
2.90
2.8
2.15
3.00
3.1
3.10
2.35
3.3
2.50
3.20
3.4
2.80
3.30
3.5
3.10
3.50
3.6
3.40
3.70
4.0

Sine a
Extension
Ladder

Combination
Ladder
0.03664
0.04013
0.04362
0.04536
0.04885
0.05408
0.05756
0.05931
0.06105
0.06279
0.06976

1.00
0.05059
1.25
0.05234
1.50
13
0.05408
1.75
14
0.05582
IS
2.00
0.05756
2.50
17
0.06105
19
3.00
0.06453
21
3.90
3.50
0.06802
25
4.50
4.30
0.07498
29
26
5.50
4.70
0.08194
32
28
6.50
5.10
0.08889
7.50
35
30
5.50
0.09585
39
8.50
34
5.90
0.10279
43
9.50
6.30
38
0.10973
46
10.50
6.70
0.11667
40
50
44
11.50
7;10
0.12360
60
48
12.50
54
7.50
0.13053
64
52
13.50
7.90
0.13744
68
14.50
56
8.30
0.14436
72
15.50
60
8.70
0.15126
• For single ladder use column for maximum working length for two-section extension ladder.
t Y O.15X - 2.5, where Y= maximum deflection ofloadcd rail (inches) and X =maximum working length or size of ladder (fect).
:j: a = O.lOX' + 1.50, where a twist angle (degrees) and X = maximum working length or size ofladdcr (fect).

=

12

=

test purposes. If a fulJ-size ladder is used. the fly
section shall be extended a minimum of one rung
beyond the minimum working length of the ladder.
Short test units shall consist of portions of the base
and fly sections of the extension ladder with all the
hardware or fittings attached.

22

The unit shall be placed at a 75·1/2° working angle,
as shown in Fig. 5, with both locks engaged. A down·
ward distributed load, in accordance with Table 10,
shall be applied for a period of one minute. equally to
both side rails on the lowest fly rung above the overlap, using two 3-1/2·inch straps, each located next to a
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TEST
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(NOTE I)
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(NOTE 4)
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FLY ON TOP OF BASE

BASE ON TOP OF FLY

Section A-A
. (b)
NOTES:
(l) The test load shall be applied to the rung closest to the midpoint of the test span over a 3-1/2-inch bearing on the rung.
(2) The support bars shall have a nominal radius of 1 inch.
(3) A vertical height of loaded rail.
(4) B vertical height of unloaded rail.
(5) W = width of widest ladder section.
(6) ex angle of twist.
(7) Auxiliary means that do not increase the strength of the ladder may be used to ensure that the ladder locks remain engaged
during the test to prevent translation of the fly section relative to the base section during the test.

=
=
=

Fig. 2

o

Denection Test
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DATA SHEET

Company: ________________________________________________________________
Date of test: ____________ _________________________________
Recordedby: ______________________________________________________
~

Type of ladder: Single _ _ Extension _
Combination _ _
Code name: _______________________________________________________
Ladder size: _--:-___________________________________________________
Length of test span: ________________________________________
Width of widest section, W: _________________________________________
Rated load of ladder:

200 Ibs _ _

Deflection
at No Load
(inches)

Vertical
Readings

225 Ibs _ _

Deflection at
_ _ lbLoad
(inches)

250 Ibs _ _

Actual Deflection
due to Load
(Column 2Column 1)
(inches)

300 Ibs _ _

Difference in
Actual Deflection, A-8
(inches)

Right-hand
loaded
A

8
Left-hand
loaded
A
8

Right rail
loaded
·

.

Angle 0 f tWist a = arc slOe

Left rail
loaded

A-8
-w
=

Allowable angle of twist (Table 8) =
Deflection of loaded side rail

=

Allowable deflection (Table 8)

=

Remarks:

NOTE: This is a suggested format for a data sheet used to record test results from the deflection test.

'Fig. 3
Deflection Test Data Sheet
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ANGLE OF
INCLINATION
(NOTE 3)
LOAD

TEST
PLATFORM
(NOTE 2)

NOTES:

NOTES:

(1) This illustration shows the test setup before the load is.
applied.
(2) The test platfonn follows the test load as the ladder
deflects into the wall.
(3) The angle of inclination shall be 75-1/2°, except that
for combination ladders in the extension-ladder orientation a
slightly modified angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are horizontal (level).

(1) The fly section may be located either to the front or to
the rear of the base section.
(2) The angle of inclination shall be 75-1/2°. except that
for combination ladders in the extension-ladder orientation a
slightly modified angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are horizontal (level).
(3) Both locks shall be engaged for the column and
hardware load test (7.2.4.1); for the single lock load test
(7.2.4.2), one lock shall be engaged and the other lock
removed.

Fig. 4
Inclined Load Test

Fig.S
Column and Hardware Load Test and
Single Lock Load Test

TabJe 9
Simulated In-Use Inclined Load Test
Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duty - Type ill

Working Load
(pounds)

Test Load
(pounds)

300
250
225
200

1000
1000
900
800

25
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Table 10
Hardware Tests
Column and Hardware

Single Lock

Test Load
(po~ds)

Test Load
(pounds)

1200
1000

1000
1000

900

900

800

800

Duty Rating and Type

Extta heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Mediwn duty - Type D
Light duty - Type ill

w~

~TE)

SOLID STEEL PLATE ~ - in THICK
OR EOUIVALENT MATERIAL

~f

.1. in
2

80 !IO SHORE DUROMETER "Alf
ELASTOMERIC MATERIAL SUCH AS
'""""""~.......... I-""--~-RUBBER OR POLYURETHANE,
~

ADHERED TO PLATE
NOTE: W = width of step or rung plus I inch.

Fig. 6
Standard Loading Block

rail and centrally loaded through an equalizer bar over
the climbing side of the ladder. Pennanent defonnation
in other parts of the ladder structure due to the test
is not a test failure. However, the l~er shall still
support the test load after the application of the load,
even if the rung assumes pennanent deformation (set).
7.3.4.1.2 CCHDbination Ladders. The test
unit shall be a full-size ladder. The extension section
shall be extended a minimum of one rung or step
beyond the minimum working length of the ladder.
The unit, set up as an extension ladder as shown in
Fig. 5, shall be placed against a vertical support, with
both locks engaged at an angle of 75-1/2°,
A downward distributed load, in acco~ce with
Table 10, shall be applied for a minimum period of 1
minute on a standard loading block (see Fig. 6) resting
on the center of the highest fly rung or step, or by
means of a 3-1/2-incb strap over the nmg on the climbing side of the ladder. During the test, the tread portion
of the steps on the front rail section shall be parallel to
the ground. If the treads are used on the single- or
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extension-ladder section, these treads shall also be
parallel to the ground. The unit shall withstand this
test with no permanent deformation (set) or other
visible weakening of the structure.
7.3.4.1.3 Articulated Ladders. The test
unit shall be a full size ladder. If equipped with an
extension section, it shall be extended a minimum of
one rung or step beyond the minimum working length
of the ladder. The unit shall be set up as an extension
or single ladder and placed against a vertical support,
with all locks engaged.
The ladder shall be placed at a 75-1f1.° working
angle. A downward distributed load, in accordance
with Table 10, shall be applied for a period of 1
minute, equally to both side rails on the highest rung,
using two 3-1f1.~inch straps, each located next to a rail
and centrally loaded through an equalizer bar over the
climbing side of the ladder. Permanent deformation in
other parts of the ladder SbUcture due to the test is not
a test failure. However, the ladder shall still support
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Fig. 7
Lock Test
the test load after the application of the load, even if
the rung assumes permanent deformation.
7.3.4.2 Single Lock Load Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test. Not applied to
articulated ladders.

(~)

The test unit shall either be the shortest full-size
ladder manufactured or a unit merely of sufficient
length for test purposes. If a full-size ladder is used,
the fly section shall be extended one rung beyond the
minimum working length of the ladder. Short test units
shall consist of portions of the base and fly sections of
the extension ladder with all the hardware or fittings
attached.
The test units shall be set, as shown in Fig. 5, at a
75-1/2° working'angle, with one lock removed. For
combination ladders in the extension-ladder orientation a slightly modified angle shall be used so that
the tread portions of the steps are horizontal (level).
A downward distributed load, in accordance with
Table to, shall be applied for a minimum period of
1 minute, equally to both side rails on the lowest fly
rung above the overlap using two 3-l/2-inch straps,
each located next to a rail and centrally loaded through
an equalizer bar over the climbing side of the ladder.
The locks shall withstaiid this test with no permanent deformation (set) or other visible weakening
of the locks. Permanent deformation in other parts of
the ladder structure including racking of the l~dder

structure due to the test is not a test failure. However,
the. ladder shall still support the test load after the
application of the load, even if the rung assumes
permanent deformation (set).
7.3.4.3 Lock Tip Load Test·
NOTE: This is a design verification test. Not applied to
articulated ladders.

The test unit shall be either the shortest full-size
ladder manufactured or a unit merely of sufficient
length for test purposes. If a full-size ladder is used,
the fly section shall be extended a minimum of one
rung beyond the minimum working length of the
ladder. Short test units shall consist of portions of the
base and fly sections of the extension ladder, with the
locks attached.
The test unit shall be set at a 75-112° working
angle, as shown in Fig. 8a and b, with both locks
partially engaged. For combination ladders in the
extension-ladder orientation a slightly modified angle
shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are
horizontal (level). The bottom end of the ladder shall
be prevented from slipping by a block or equivalent
means. The tip of each lock shall bear on the center
of a steel test fixture placed over the top of a rung, as
shown in Fig. 7a and h. During the test, each lock shall
be prevented from pivoting by a means located adjacent to its pivot point, but which shall not in any way
affect that portion of the lock under test.
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TEST LOAD

Compression Lock

Tension Lock

(a)

(b)

NOTES:
(I) The angle of inclination shall be 75-112°, except that for combination ladder in the extension-ladder
orientation a slight1y modified angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are horizontal (level).
(2) A block or equivalent means shall be used to prevent the bottom of the ladder from slipping.

Fig.S
Lock Tip Load Test
A downward distributed load, in accordance with
Table 10, sball be applied for a period of 1 minute.
equally to both side rails on the lowest fly rung above
the overlap. using two 3-11l inch straps. each located
next to a rail and centrally loaded through an equalizer
bar over the climbing side of the ladder. Pennanent
defonnation in other parts of the ladder structure due
to the test is not a test failure. However, the ladder
shall still support the test load after the application
of-the load, even if the rung assumes permanent
deformation (set).
7.3.4.4 . Cyclic Rung-Lock Design
Verification Test

NOTE: This is a design verification test. Not applied to
articulated ladders.

A machine equivalent to that pictured in Fig. 9 shall
be used to operate the rung lock through the following
cycle, as shown in Fig. 10:
(1) One 6-inch upstroke to anow rung lock to
engage rung
(2) Full 6-inch downstroke to lock rung lock on
.rung
(3) Full12-inch upstroke to disengage rung lock
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(4) Full12-inch downstroke to return rung lock to
starting position
Locks shall be tested with the ladder at a 75-11l0
angle. For combination ladders in the extension-ladder
orientation a slightly modified angle shall be used so
that the tread portions of the steps are horizontal
(level). Spring loaded locks shall be tested with the
ladder in the vertical position.
The rung lock may be manually lubricated prior to
or during the test. The stroke speed shall be 6 to 12
inches per second. A minimum of 6000 cycles shall be
imposed. Any malfunction of the rung lock or fracture
of its components, including springs, shall be considered as a failure to meet this requirement. The
presence of wear that does not affect the proper
functioning of the lock shall not constitute failure.
This test is not intended to apply to fixed-type locks
used on extension ladders or combination ladders.
7.3.4.5 Combination Ladder Lock Test. The
ladder shall be placed in the horizontal bending test
position (See Fig. 1) and the extension section moved
forward until it disengages from the lock (See Fig. 7).
The distance for such disengagement shall not be less
than one inch.

.
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ADJUSTABLE FOR

. _ . _ . / DIFFERENT INCLINES

(~')
'-...-----/

/l

FLY SECTION

,

,

I

I

BASE SECTION

I

II

I

I

I

:~.

MOTOR

t216-,r: AIR CYLINDERS
MOUNTED BACK TO BACK

AIR SUPPLY

(J

Air-Valve Position*
Operating Cycle

No.1

No.2

No.3

No.4

Full upstroke
Full downstroke
One-half downstroke to latch
Downstroke to lock

0
C

C

C
0
0
0

0

0

0

C
0

C

C
C
C

*0 means open to annosphere; C means closed to pressure.

Fig. 9

Cyclic Rung Lock Test Arrangement
7.3.5 Extension·Ladder Rung Bending
Strength Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

()

The test shall be conducted on either a single
section of the ladder or on a three-rung test sample
taken from the maximum-width portion of a like
ladder section with a like rung. The test unit shall be
supported and the load shall be applied as shown in
Fig. 11a, using a standard loading block. The rung
tested shall be unbraced.
A downward distributed load, in accordance with
Table II, shaD be applied on the standard loading
block for a period of 1 minute. Upon removal of the

test load, the pennanent deformation (set) shall be
measured with a straight edge and a rule, as shown in
Fig. lIb. The allowable permanent deformation (set)
shall not exceed UK for rung length (L) measured
between the inside webs of the attached side rails, in
accordance with Table 11 (K is a factor that varies
with duty rating and type). Other than buckling related
to the allowable permanent deformation (set), there
shall be no test failure.
7.3.6 Rung-to-Side-Rail Shear Strength Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall consist either of a single section
of the ladder or a three-rung test section taken from a
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UNLOCK
(POSITION 41

START_ _

I POSITION II

DOWN STROKE TO
POSITION I
(CYCLE COMPLETE)

Fig. to
Rung Lock Testing Cycle

I
TEST lOAD--..!
(NOTE II
I

I

STRAIGHT EDGE
PERMANENT
DEFORMATION

RUNG
....--lENGTH--...•

SIDE RAIL

WEB

(L)

Test Setup
(a)

Reading Permanent Deformation
(b)

NOTES:
(1) The test load for the rung bending test (7.3.5) is indicated by a solid arrow; the test load for the rung-to-side-rail shear
sb'ength test (7.3.6) is indicated by the dashed arrow.
(2) The angle of inclination shall be 75-1/2°, except that for combination ladders in the extension-ladder orientation a slightly
modified angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are horizon~ Oevel).

Fig. 11
Rung Bending Test and Rung-to-Side-Rail Shear Strength Test
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Table 11

Step Bending, Rung Bending, Side-Rail Bending, Compression,
and Shear Strength Tests
Maximum Allowable
Permanent
Defonnation (Set)

Test Load *
(pounds)

Compression. SideDuty Rating and Type

Rail Bending, and
Shear Strength Tests

Rung and
Step Bending
. Tests

Extra heavy duty· Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type m

1200
1000
900
800

1000
900
850
800

LlKt
(inches)

LI25
LISO
L/75

L/IOO

*This test lead is for use in the step bending, rung bending, compression, side-rail bending. and shear
strength tests.
tValues listed are for rung bending test only. L is ~e rung length in inches. The factor K varies with
duty rating ai1d type; K = 25 for extra-heavy-duty ladders, SO for heavy-duty ladders, 75 for
medium-duty ladders, and 100 for Iight-duty ladders.

Table 12
Rung Torque Tests
Maximum Test Load

Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type m

Design Verification
Torque Test·
(inch-pounds)

In-Service
Torque Test*
(inch-pounds)

600
600

900
900
900
900

600

600

* The test load (pounds) at a 30 inch moment arm is 20 pounds for the
design verification torque test and 30 pounds for the in-service torque test.
These values will vary with the moment arm selected.

like ladder having the same rung cross section and
rung joint The test unit shall be set at a working angle
..of 75-1/2° to the horizontal. For combination ladders
in the extension-ladder orientation a slightly modified
angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the
steps are horizontal (level).
A downward distributed load, in accordance with.
Table 11, shall be applied for a minimum period of
1 minute, as shown in Fig. l1a.• but resting on the
widest like-cross-section braced and unbraced test
rungs as near the side raillls possible. On removing
the load, the unit shall show no indication of test .
failure either in the fastening means attaching the
rung or in the side rail.
.

When a 3-foot test sample is used, the test shall be
applied to the center rung. When single sections of a
ladder are tested, the test load shall be applied to the
third or fourth rung from the bottom.
7.3.7 Rung Torque Tests The test unit shall
consist of either a single section of a single. extension,
articulated or combination ladder with rungs or a short
section comprising at least one rung and two side rails
(see Fig. 12). A torque load, in accordance with Table
12, shall be applied in a clockwise and then counterclockwise direction, alternately, for 10 cycles at each
torque test load increment. The rung joing shall be so
secured to the side rails that this alternating torque
load shall cause no relative motion between the rung
31
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RAIL.

ALTERNATE
TEST LOAD

HOLDDOWN
PLATE-_~

TEST
LOAD
(NOTE 31

In·Service Test (7.2.7.2)

(b)

Design Verification Test (7.2.7.1)

(a)

RUNG
MANDREL
(NOTE 2)

NOTES:
(1) An equivalent method may be used to apply torque.
(2) The testing of a hollow rung is illusttated. The rung mandrel is put inside the hollow rung bemg tested to keep it from
collapsing.
(3) The load may be applied by means of a dead weight or a force gage. The moment ann shown may be replaced by a pipe
wrench or the equivalenl
(4) Shim the test unit as required, so that the nan neutral axis is approximately coincident with the pillow block centerline.

Fig. 12
Rung Torque Test
and the side rails in excess of 9° (based on a 1I16-inch

maximum movement for a 1-1I4-inch diameter round
rung). for both the design verification test (7.3.7.1)
and the in-service test (7.3.7.2).
Torque test loads shall start at 300 inch-pounds
and shall increase in 300-inch-pound increments until
the maximum load application necessary to meet the
requirements of Table 12 is reached.
7.3.7.1 Rung Torque Design

Verification Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall consist of one rung and one side
rail and shall be trimmed so that the rung extends 5 to
6 inches from the rung joint (see Fig. 118). The rail
itself shall extend 2 to 2-3/4 inches from each side of
the joinL The surface that is visible in'the area around
the rung joint. consisting of the adjacent area of the
rail, the rung joint itself, and the adjacent area of the
rung, shall be coated with die bluing or similar
32

material and allowed to dry. A reference line shall be
scribed, running along the rung, across the mng joint.
and onto the side rail. In the case of tubular rungs, a .
clamp shall be placed over the rung, and the torque
shaft shall be slid through the pillow block into the cut
end of the rung until it is within 5/8 inch of the rung
joint The rail shall be clamped in place with the holddown plate. The rung clamps shall be located 3 inches
from the rung joint and shall be tightened in place.
All bolts shall be checked for tightness.
When solid rungs are tested, the rung shall be
inserted into a chuck, collet. or rung clamp, after
which the rail shall be clamped in place with the
hold-down plate and the rung chuck, collet, or rung
clamp shall be tightened
The load shall be applied with. a torque wrench.
The load at which the first movement is noted should
be recorded, as well as the type of break (R-J for mngto-joint movement; J-R for joint-to-rail movement; or
R-J-R for rung-to-joint-to-rail movement).
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DEFLECTION
(AVERAGE)
(NOTE)

--

I

----

----

---------- -------------SUPPORT
HOLDER

SUPPORT
WEIGHTS

TEST

L~O

NOTE: The deflection is the difference between the height of the lower edge of the ladder side when unloaded (solid line) and
when loaded (dotted line).

Fig. 13

Side Sway Test
7.3.7.2 Rung Torque In-Service Test
NOTE: This is an in-service use test.

()

The test unit shall consist of either a single section
of the ladder or a short section comprising at least one
rung and two side rails (see Fig.12b). The torque load
shall be applied to a 3-112-inch wide block in the
center of the rung, .made of such material that the
block will not deform the rung locally. The torque
shall be applied, as described above, using a test bar
whose moment arm may vary as long as the required
torque test load in inch-pounds is obtained, but in no
case shall the moment arm be less than 18 inches.
Both sets of rung joints. and the immediately
adjacent areas of the rung and side rail shall be
coated with a die marking material, and a line shall
be scribed along the rung, across the rung joint, and
onto the side rail at both rung joint locations.

The rung shall be so secured to the side rails that
the alternating torque load shall cause no relative
"-,otion between the rung and the side rails. Both
rung joints in the assembly shall meet this requirements. Fig. II b illustrates typical methods that are
acceptable alternates for peiforming this test.
7.3.8 Side Sway.Test
NOTE: This is both a design verification test and ~n
in- service use test.

The test unit shall consist of a single ladder, a
section from an extension ladder, a section of an
articulated ladder, including a mid-span joint, or both
the stepladder portion and the single or extension
ladder portion of a combination ladder. This test shall
be conductedfor all sections of an extension ladder.
The sections from a combination ladder shall be
individually tested.
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Table 13
Maximum Allowable DeRection for Side Sway TestMidspan Deflection of Lower Side Rail
Maximum Deflection y*

(inches)
Test Section
LengthX*

(feet)
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

12
14
16
18

20
22
24
26
28
30

Straight and
Extension

Combination
Ladders

0.84
0.88

0.84

0.92
0.96
1.00

1.04
1.08
I.l6
1.24
1.32
1.40
1.48
1.56
1.64
1.72
1.80
1.88

0.88
0.92
0.96
1.00
1.04

1.08

*y =O.04X + 0.68, where Y =maximum allowable midspan
deflection in the side sway test (inches) and X = ladder test
section length (feet).

The test section shall be placed on edge, resting on
level supports located 6 inches from each end 01 the
ladder, as shown in Fig. 13. The side rail shall be in an
approximately horizontal plane, and the rungs shall be
in the vertical plane and perpendicular to the ground.
A preload of30 pounds shall be applied at the
center olthe span, heldlor a period 011 minute,
and unloaded. A test load, in accorda~ce with Table 7,
shall then be applied for a minimum period of 1
minute to the center ofthe span over a 3-112-inch
length o/the bottom side rail.
The load shall be applied by hanging weights from
the bottom of the lower rail. Care shall be taken to
ensure that the load is centered with respect to the
width of the rail.
The maximum deflection of the midpoint ofthe
lower side r-ail, measured to a reference swface, shall
not exceed the allowable maximum deflection given in
Table 13. Each section shall withstand Ihis test without
any permanent deformation (set) in excess of 1/1000
of the effective span 0/ the side rails.
7.3.9 Side-Rail Cantilever Bencling Tests
7.3.9.1 Static Side-Rail Cantilever
Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.
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The test unit shall consist of either a single ladder
section or the base section of an extension ladder,
articulated or combination ladder; any safety shoes
or spikes affixed to the section shall be removed
before the test is conducted. The test unit shall be
placed on edge with the rungs in a vertical plane, as
shown in Fig. 14a and b. For articulated ladders built
with a stabilizer bar across the bottom of the front rail,
the test unit shall be placed on edge with the rungs in
a vertical plane as shown ~n Fig. 14c. The lower side
rail shall be clamped to a support and shall be unsupponed from the bottom end to the midpoint of
the lowest rung. If the rung has a flat surface, that
surface shall be parallel to the end of the support.
The test load shall be applied by means of a weight,
in accordance with Table 14, for a minimum period of
1 minute, to the extreme bottom end of the upper side
rail, as shown in Fig. 14a. The load shall be centrally
applied to a 2-inch-Iong block resting on the full width
of the rail web and held in place by a clamp. The load
attachment point on the clamp shall not be more than
2 inches below the underside of the web of the rail
being tested. The weight shall be suspended so that it
is acting through the vertical neutral axis of the side
rail. The allowable pennanent defonnation (set) of
the upper side rail shall not exceed 1/4 inch.
The test load shall then be applied to the extreme
bottom end of the lower side rail in a like manner, as
shown in Fig. 14b. Articulated ladders with a stabilizer
bar shall have their test load applied to the extreme
bottom end of the lower stabilizer bar as shown in
Fig. 14c. The allowable pennanent defonnation (set)
of the lower side rail shall not exceed 1/4 inch.
Provided the ladder continues to support the test
load, pennanent defonnation (set) or ultimate failure
of any ladder components as a result of the tests,
except for the limitation on the maximum allowable
pennanent deformation (set) of the upper and lower
side rails, shall not constitute test failure.
7.3.9.2 Side-Rail Cantilever Dynamic

Drop Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall be the longest ladder for each
base-section rail size. Ait extension ladder shall be
opened 1 foot for the drop test. Ladder feet shall
remain on the section, but each foot shall be taped
so that the bottom sulface makes an angle of 900
with the raillengtb.
The test ladder shall be placed in a horizontal
position with the rungs vertical. The fly section shall
be supported 6 inches from the very top of the fly
section (including caps), so that the lower rail of the
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BLOCK

(NOTE) ~

/"_."'j
\'~

C-CLAMP

__.r'

ROPE
A1 ...r - - - - SPACER

==t:J
~

C-CLAMPS
....---- HOLDER
TEST LOAD
(WEIGHTS)

CANTILEVER·IN TEST
(a)

C-CLAMPS
ROPE

CANTILEVER IN TEST
(b)

NOTE: The block shall be I-inch thick. 2-inches long measured along the rail. and of width equal
to the clear distance between flanges.

Fig. 14
Static Side-Rail CantUever Bending Test

Table 14

Static Side-Rail Cantilever Bending Test Load
Single Ladder Section or Base Section of Extension
Articulated or Combination Ladder
Duty Rating and Type

Working Load
(pounds)

Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duty - Type m

Articulated Ladder
with Stabilizer Bar*

Test Loads
(pounds)

Test Loads
(pounds)

300

500

1000

250

400

800

225

300
200

600

200

400

·Stabilizer bar which joins both rails.
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(b)
GUIDE 'It) MAINTAIN L.AD!lER
seCTION IN VERTICAL PLAN DROP

(a)

~ /

. MULTI-PURPOSE lADDER HINGES " "

I I
L,J~

I

LAbDER BASE

1

~

F=

==:
!

StJPfOR1' POSITIOf<£D SUCH

T....T LADDER IS HORIZONTAL
WITHIN CJ<E INCH

T

361ft

DROP
HEIGHT

SIDERAIL CANTILEVER DROP TEST
ARTICULATED LADDER

///////71/////////
NOTES: This test evaluates the result of inward-cantilever dynamic loading of the ladder.

Fig. IS
Side-Rail Cantilever Dynamic Drop Test

FOR APPLYING
TORQUE WRENCH
eNOTE 21

NOTES:

. TEST

LOAD
CNOTE2)

(1) The test span is 7 feet, but my ladder base sec:tion, or single Jadder, that is at least 8 feet in
length may be tested.
(2) The torque may be applied alternately using a tOIque wrench, or a test load may be applied
alternately on each end of the arm.

Fig. 16
Ladder Twist Test (Single, Extension, or Articulated Ladders)
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Table 15
Ladder Section Twist Test

()

Working Load
(pounds)

Duty Rating and Type

300
250
225
200

Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type ill

Maximum Allowable
Angle of Twist e'"
(degrees)
14
18
20

22

=

*e = 38 - O.OBK, where e maximum allowable angle of twist (degrees)
and X = working load (pounds).

A-C PLYWOOD SURFACE
(NOTE I)

DEAD LOAD
(NOTE 21

MOVEMENT

(~in MAX)

A-C PLYWOOD
SURFACE
(NOTE I)

NOTES:
(1) The grain of the plywood shall be parallel to the direction of loading; the grain on
the vertical sheet under the upper end of the fly section shall run in a vertical direction.
and the grain on the horizonlal sheet under the base section shall be parallel to the direction of the test load.
.
(2) The dead load shall be applied on the third highest rung.
(3) The angle ofinc1ination shall be 75-1/2°, except that for combination ladders in the
extension-ladder orientation a slightly modified angle shall be used so that the tread portions of the steps are horizontal Oevel).

Fig. 17
Foot Slip Test
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Table 16
Foot Slip Test
Horizontal
Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty - Type lA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type II
Light duty - Type m

Test Load'"

Pulling Force

(pounds)

(pounds)

300

14

250
225
200

18
20
22

*This load is applied on the third highest fly rung.
base section is 36 inches from a concrete floor. (See
Fig. 15a). When testing an articulated ladder with a
stabilizing bar across the bottom of the front rail, see
Fig. I5b for setup.
To perform the drop test, both rails of the base
section shall be guided in a vertical plane during a
free-fall drop. The allowable permanent deformation
(set) of the lower side rail shall not exceed 1/4 inch.
7.3.10 Ladder Section Twist Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall consist of a ladder base section
of any length. supponed over a 7-foot test span. The
ladder shall be placed in a flat horizontal position
and supported at each end, as shown in Fig. 16. The
horizontal support for the ladder on one end shall be
fixed. An initial preload of 600 inch-pounds, applied
in a clockwise direction. shall be used to establish a
reference for angular deflection, after which the ladder
shall be unloaded. A torque of 1200 inch-pounds shall
then be applied, using one of the two methods shown
in Fig. 16. The torque shall be applied first in a clockwise and then in a counterclockwise direction. The
angle of twist measured from the horizontal position
shall not be greater than the values given in Table 15.
Attention shall be given to ensure that the ladder is
tightly clamped onto the test fixtures during this test.
When testing an articulated ladder, this test shall
be repeated with a joint at mid-span. If more than
one joint design is used, each shall be tested. No
permanent deformation to any component which
would interefere with the smooth operation of the
joint is permissible.
7.3.11 Foot Slip Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

Single, extension, combination and articulated
ladders shall be tested for skid resistance as shown
in Fig. 17. The test unit shall be a 16-foot extension
ladder in the fully extended position. The test surface
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shall be A-C plywood, which shall be presanded
using 320 fine wet/dry sandpaper. The "A" side of
the plywood shall be placed in contact with the bottom
of the ladder. The surface that the top of the fly section
rests against shall also be A-C plywood, similarly
treated.
A weight, in accordance with Table 16, shall be
attached to the third highest fly rung. A horizontal
pulling force, in accordance with Table 16, statically
applied to the bottom of the ladder at 1 inch above the
test surface, shall not cause movement in excess of
1/4 inch across the test surface.
7.3.12 Multisection Extending Force Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall be a complete extension ladder
or an articulated ladder with an extendible section
where no hinge is employed. The unit shall be set in
a vertical position, at the minimum working length
of the ladder. The base section may be braced or
otherwise held to maintain vertical alignment.
A measured downward force shall be applied to
the rope if the ladder has a rope and pulley system
installed. The force shall be smoothly applied to cause
vertical extension of the fly section of 2 feet or more,
at a rate of 1/2 to 1 foot per second. For those ladders
not equipped with a rope and pulley, the measured
force shall be applied vertically to the bottom rung
of the fly section.
The maximum measured force that occurs during
each pull shall be"recorded. Three test pulls shall be
done for each ladder, and the maximum forces shall
be averaged for the three pulls. This average maximum
shall not exceed two times the weight of the ladder fly
section.
7.4 Articulated Ladder Tests
NOTE: These are design verification tests.

Articulated ladders shall comply with the test
requirements for stepladders when in the stepladder
mode, for trestle ladders when in the trestle ladder
mode for straight ladders when in the straight ladder
mode, mid with the test requirements 7.4.1 when in the
scaffold or worktable pOsition. In addition, it should
comply with the additional joint tests 7.4.2. through
7.4.4. If the ladder design includes extendible sections
all tests shall be conducted with those sections fully
extended. The test shall be conducted with the ladder
on a test surface of A-C plywood which shall be presanded using 320 fme wet/dry sandpaper. The "A" side
of the plywood shall be placed in contact with the feet
of the ladder.
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SECTION /W.

A SIDE OF Pl.YWOOIl
!WlIlEO WITH SAHDlW'ER

Fig.tS
Scaffold Bending Strength Test
Tablet7
Articulated Ladder
Self-Supported Scaffold Test

()

Duty Rating and Type
Extra heavy duty· Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duty - Type m

7.4.1 Scaffold Bending Strength Test. When
set up as a scaffold, the ladder shall be capable of
withstanding, without test failure, four times the duty
rating. The load is to be applied to the center or simulated decking or plank - a steel plate 6" wide and
3/8" thick, extending the length of the scaffold top,
as shown in Fig. 18. The feet of the ladder shall rest
on the "A" side of AC plywood, which shall be
presanded with 320 fme wet/dry sandpaper. (See
Table 17)
7.4.2 CycUc Joint Test. After initial lubrication,
a pair of joints shall be cycled from the closed position
to fully open, for 6,000 cycles. The hinge is to be
locked and unlocked in each ef its locking positions
during every cycle. The use of additional lubricant on
the joints during the test is not permissible. Following
this test, the ladder shall meet the requirements of the

Working Load
(pounds)

Test Load
(pounds)

300

1200
1000

250

225
200

900

800

Horizontal Bending Test, Inclined Load, and Unlocked
Joint Test.
7.4.3 Unlocked Joint Test. The test ladder
should be full length with a pair of unlocked and dry
(no lubricant other than that used during manufacture)
joints at midspan. In the straight ladder mode the
internal friction in the joint shall not allow the ladder
to rest at an angle of 75-1/2° upon application of a
5 pound vertical. load over a 3-1(2 inch wide area at
the center of the lowest rung.
7.4.4 Single Joint Lock Test. The test unit shall
be a full-size ladder set in the single or extension
ladder mode, at a 75-1(2° working angle, with one
hinge at midspan unlocked.
A downward distributed load, in accordance with
Table 10, shall be applied for a period of one minute
equally to both side rails on the lowest rung above the
39
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~__ Ii-in WOOD LOADING BLOCK

LOAD FOR SIDERAIL BENDING
AND STEP-TOSIDE-RAIL
SHEAR TEST
(NOTE 2)

.
I
i
NOTES:
(1) This test setup is illustrated for a stepladder.
(2) Typical locations forme test loads are shown; see 7.3.2 and 7.3.4 as to the placement
of the loads.

Fig. 19
Compression, Step Bending, Side-RaD BeDding,
and Step-to-Side-RaiJ Shear Tests
unlocked hinge. The load shall be applied using two
3-1/2 inch straps. each located next to a rail and
centrally loaded through an equalizer bar over the
climbing side of the ladder.
The ladder shall withstand this test without ultimate
failure or visible weakening of the hinges, and the
joint shall still be functional.
7.5 Step, Trestle, Extension Trestle, Platform,
Combination, Articulated Ladder and Step Stool

Tests

-

7.5.1 Compression Test
NOTE: This is a design verificatim test.
40

A load test of the entire ladder or step stool shall be
made with the ladder or stool in an open position, as
shown in Fig. 19 and 20. A unifonnly distributed load,
in accordance with Table 11, shall be applied for a
minimum period of 1 ~ute to the ladder top cap or
platfonn. A combination ladder shall be tested in its
stepladder position, with the test load applied uniformly to the top cap, or to the top step when no top cap is
used. Trestle ladders., articulated ladders which pennit
their use as a double front stepladder and the base
section of extension trestle ladders shall be subjected
to twice the test loads in 'fable 11, by applying the test
load simultaneously to both sections of the ladder, at
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I

TEST MEMBER
(NOTE 3)
I

I
I

l

(-)
"

'-----~"

I

I
I

,

I

I
' - _ - - - FORCE DYNAMOMETER _ _...
FORCE APPLICA1t)R
(NOTE I)

':::'==Jr-

TEST BLOCK
TEST MEMBER
(NOTE 2)

BASE PLATFORM

Top-Loading Method

Bottom-Loading Method

<a)

(b)

NOTES:
(1) Hydraulic, pnewnatic, or mechanical means may be used to apply the load.
(2) The top loading method is illustrated for the compression test, where it is
applied to the top of the ladder, but it can also be used for the other tests.
(3) The bottom loading method is illustrated for the rung bending test, but it can
also be used for the other tests.

C)

Fig. 20
Methods (Other Than Dead'Weight) for Applying Test Loads

the top cap of each section, or to the top step when no
top cap is used. The unit shall withstand the load
without test failure.
7.5.2. Side-Rail Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The resistance to side-rail bending shall be tested
by placing a load, in accordance with Table II, over
a 3-l/2-inch width on the middle step adjacent to
one side rail of the ladder for a minimum period of
1minute, with the ladder in an open position, as shown
in Fig. 19 and 20. The next higher step shall also be
tested. A combination ladder shall be tested while
erected in its stepladder position. The ladder shall
withstand the load without test failure.
7.5.3 Step or Platform Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The strength of the step, rung, or platform section
shall be tested by applying a load, in accordance with
Table 11, for a minimum period of 1 minute, over a

3-1/2 inch length across the full width of the step,
rung, or platform and on the center of the longest or
bottom step or rung. with the ladder in the open position, as shown in Fig. 19 and 20. The test load shall
also be applied to the longest like step without braces,
as well as to steps, rungs, or platforms of different
designs or material specifications. The test load shall
also be applied to the top cap of a step stool. The step,
rung, platform. or step stool top shall withstand the
load without test failure or permanent deformation
(set) in excess of 1/100 of the clear length of the step,
rung, or platform between side rails (between inside
flanges) or of the overall length of the stool top cap.
7.5.4 Step-to-Side-Rail Shear Strength Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

. The shear strength of the step... or rung-to-side-rail
joint shall be measured by applying a test load. in
accordance with Table 11, for a minimum period of
1 minute, over a 3-1/2 inch width of the step or rung.
The test load shall be applied on the longest braced
41
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Table 18
Stability Test Loads·
Rear Pulling Force
Other

Duty Rating and Type

Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duty - Type ill

Distributed
Loadt
200

200
200
200

Front
Pulling
Force

Side
Pulling
Force

Type-ill
Platform
Ladders

Ladders
and Step
Stools

2S
25
25
25

20
20
20
20

3S
3S
3S

45
45
45
45

35

Torsional
Stability
Pulling
Force

*All quantities are in pounds.
tThis load is applied at the second highest step. ladder top cap. top step, or platform.

i in MAX

SIDE PULLING
FORCE

REAR PULLING
FORCE (NOTE)

(NOTE)~i~_~,~_~_~~~~~~;::-:~JL

i

in MAX

__

FRONT PULLING
FORCE (NOTE)

200-lb UNIFORMLY

DISTRIBUTED
LOAD

SECOND HIGHEST

STEP

NOTES:
(1) The pulling force shall be applied at a maximum distance of 1/2 inch above the top of the
stepladder.
(2) This !est is illustrated for a stepladder.

Fig. 21
Front, Side, and Rear StabUity Tests
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and unbraced steps or rungs with the least fastening.
The same test load shall be applied to steps or rungs of
different cross-sectional designs or materials. The test
load shall be applied as near the side rail as possible,
with the ladder in an open position, as shown in Fig.
19 and 20. The test load shall also be applied to the top
cap of a step stool, over a 3-1/2-inch wide area across
the frontt-ta-back depth of the top cap adjacent to one
side rail When the load is removed, the unit shall
show no indication of test failure in the fastening
means attaching the step or rung to the side rail or
test failure of any other component
7.5.5 Bucket (Pail) Shelf Test
NOTE: This is a design verification lest.

The bucket shelf shall be constructed· so that it
supports a distributed load of 100 pounds, applied to
the shelf for a minimum period of 1 minute, with the
ladder in an open position with the spreaders lOCked.
The bucket shelf shall withstand the load without
ultimate failure.
7.5.6 Front Stability Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

CJ

·The ladder shall be set in the open position on a
level floor; a combination ladder shall be opened to its
stepladder position. A unifonnly distributed load, in
accordance with Table 18, comprising lead weights or
the equivalent to maximize the density of the loading
medium, shall be applied to the second highest step,
rung, or the platfonn (the highest proper standing
level), as shown in Fig. 21. (For an extension trestle
ladder, the load shall be applied to the second highest
extension-section rung.)
The ladder shall then be subjected to a horizontal
pulling force, in accordance with Table 18, applied at
the geometric center of the stepladder top cap, at a
distance of not more than 1/2 inch above its top
surface, towards the front of the ladder, as shown in
Fig. 21. The pulling force shall be applied to the top
horizontal guard rail member of platfonn ladders, to
the apex of the base section of trestle and extension
trestle ladders, and to the top cap of combination
ladders or to the top step when no top cap is used.
Step stools shall be loaded with the distributed load
on the top cap, and the pulling force shall be applied
to the top cap also. The test surface shall be such as
to ensure that the ladder does ~ot slip or slide during
the test.
During this test, the minimum load that causes
the ladder to tip over shall not be less than the value
shown in Table 18. Ladders equipped with a bucket

shelf shall be tested with the bucket shelf in the in-use
position.
7.5.7. Side Stability Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The side stability of a ladder shall be measured
with the ladder set in an open poSition on a level floor.
A unifonnly distributed load, in accordance with
Table 18, comprising lead weights or the equi valent
to maximize the density of the loading medium. shall
be applied to the second highest step. rung. or the
platfonn, as shown in Fig. 21. (For an extension trestle
ladder the load shall be applied to the second highest
extension-section rung.)
The ladder shall then be subjected to a horizontal
pulling force, in accordance with Table 18. applied to
the side of the front rail, at the geometric center of the
stepladder top cap, at a distance of not more than 1/2
inch above its top surface, as shown in Fig. 21. The
pulling force shall be applied to the top horizontal
guard rail member of platform ladders, to the apex of
the base section of trestle and extension trestle ladders.
and to the top cap of combination ladders or to the top
step when no top cap is used. Step stools shall be
loaded with the distributed load on the top cap. and
the pulling force shall be applied to the top cap also.
The test surface shall be such as to ensure that the
ladder does not slip or slide during the test.
During this test, the minimum load that causes the
ladder to tip over shall not be less than the value
shown in Table 18. The test shall be run with the force
applied to both sides. and the values shall be averaged
to obtain the minimum load. Ladders equipped with a
bucket shelf shall be tested with the bucket shelf in
the in-use position.
7.5.8 Rear Stability Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The rear stability of a ladder shall be measured by
placing the ladder in an open position on a level floor.
A unifonnly distributed load, in accordance with
Table 18, comprising lead weights or the equivalent
to maximize the density of the loading medium, shall
be placed on the second highest step, rung. or the
platfonn (the highest proper standing level), as shown
in Fig. 21. (For an extension trestle ladder the load
shall be applied to the second bighest extensionsection rung.)
The ladder shall then be subjected to a horizontal
pulling force, in accordance with Table 18, applied to
the geometric center of the stepladder top cap, at a
distance of notmore than 1/2 inch above its top sur- .
face, in a rearward direction, as shown in Fig. 21.
43
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Table 19
Maximum Allowable Racking Deflection·
Deflectiont

Ladder

Type-I and I-A

Type-n-

Size
(feet)

(y=
1.35X+3.9)

(y=

(y=

3

7.95
9.30
10.65
12.00
13.35
14.70
17.40

1.35X +7.9)
11.95
13.30
14.65
16.00
17.35
18.70
21.40

1.35X + 7.9)
11.95
13.30
14.65
16.00

20.10

24.10

4

5
6
7
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Type-ill

22.80
25.50
28.20
30.90

• All deflections 8Je measured in inches.

ty = lateral racking deflection (inches) during a 6 pound pull;
X =ladder size (feet).

The pulling force shall be applied to the top horizontal
guard rail member of platfonn ladderS, to the apex of
the base section of trestle and extension trestle ladders,
and to the top cap of combination ladders or the top
step when no top cap is used. Step stools shall be
loaded with the distributed load on the top cap, and the
pulling force shall be applied to the top cap also. The
test surface shall be such as to ensure that the ladder
does not slip or slide during the test.
During this test, the minimum load that causes the
ladder to tip over shall not be less than the value
shown in Table 18. Ladders equipped with a bucket
shelf shall be tested with the bucket shelf in the in-use
position.
7.5.9 Torsional Stability Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall be placed on a level floor, in the
fully opened position, with the spreaders properly set.
A 200-pound distributed dead load, comprising lead
weights or the equivalent to maximize the density of
the loading medium, shall be applied to the ladder top
cap, platfonn, or top step when no top cap is used, as
shown in Fig. 22.
"
A horizontal force, in accordance with Table 18,
directed to the rear of the ladder. shall be applied to
the ladder top cap at a distance of 18 inches from the
vertical centerline of the ladder, a~ shown in Fig. 22.
For articulated ladders, the horizontal force shall be
applied as clo"se as possible to the apex hinge. The
force shall be maintained perpendicular to the
moment arm at the final load position with a
44

tolerance of±lO°, during the test. The test shall be
conducted on a dry, unwaxed, vinyl tile floor (see
7.1.11).
Relative movement in excess of I inch of the
ladder with respect to the floor, any damage or visible
weakening of the ladder structure or component, or
any significant visible major damage from permanent
defonnation (set) of the test unit upon release of the
test force shall constitute failure to meet this requirement. Minor permanent deformation (set) of individual
ladder components, such as diagonal braces or rear
horizontal braces, of less than 1/8 inch shall not
constitute test failure.
Ladders equipped with a bucket shelf shall be
tested with the bucket shelf in the in-use position.
This test is not applicable to step stools. platfonn
ladders less than 3 feet in size, and other step-type
ladders less than 5 feet in size.
7.5.10 Racking Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall be placed on a level floor, in the
fully opened position, with the spreaders properly set.
Both front feet shall be individually blocked to prevent
movement relative to the floor, as shown in Fig. 23a.
A l00-pound distributed dead load shall be applied to
the bottom step; no part of the load shall contact either
of the two front rails during the test.
" A vertical pulling force shall be applied to the rear
of the ladder top cap, top guard rail or top step when
no top cap is used, so as to lift both rear feet and
provide a 3-inch clearance between the rear feet and
the floor. A 4-pound pre·load shall then be applied at
the bottom of one rear side-rail; after which the ladder
shall be unloaded to establish a no-load reference
point. A 6-pound lateral pulling force shall be applied
at the bottom of one rear rail, using a force gage or
the equivalent. as shown in Fig. 23b, and the lateral
displacement of that rear rail shall be measured relative to its no·load position. The maximum lateral
displacement shall not exceed the value given in
Table 19.
Ladders equipped with a bucket shelf shall be
tested with the bucket shelf in the in-use position.
This test is not applicable to ladder type step stools.
7.5.10.1 Ladders with Plastic Top Caps
A high temperature and a low temperature racking
test shall be required for ladders with plastic top caps.
The high temperature test shall be performed with the
stepladder at 1400 p with 50% greater rack allowable
than in the room temperature test. The low temperature
test shall be perfonned at a temperature of -20°F with
no fracture permitted.
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200 LB DEAD WEIGHT

I~±X

~
()

TE9TLOAD
LEVEL TO BASE

TEST BAR
(NOTE 1)

cLAMP
(NOTE 2)

\
~_In 7.5.\2.

NOTES:
(1)
bar is clamped to me top cap.
(2) 1'be
tbe test
"""";.
.-Ionl, ." .... \WI T_and
(3) The test surface shall be <by. unwaxed vinyl tile.
(4) This teSt is illustrated for a stepladder.

Fig. 11
Torsional Stability and Ran Torsion and Spreader Tests
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I

MINIMUM FORCE APPLIED

TO LIFT REAR FEET
(NOTE 4)

Method for Blocking Feet

<a)

100-lb
DISTRIBUTED
LOAD

--""-1-_
/

~~~ATERA~
/"""

DISP~ACEMENT

.I.-....w.'"'-~.

LATERAL
TEST FORCE
(NOTE I)

BLOCK
(NOTE 2)

Test Setup
(b)
NOTES:
(1) The lateral force shall be applied using a force gage or the equivalent The force shall be applied para11el
to the bottom of the front section. The lateral displacement of the rear section shall be measured parallel to the
direction the lateral force is applied.
(2) Blocks fixed to the test surface are used to resist rail rotation.
(3) This test is illusttated for a stepladder.
.
(4) The venicallifting force sball be applied by a member bearing against the rear center of the ladder top
cap. and shall be attached to a S-16-inch minimum diameter rope at least 3 feet long with the rope secured
againSt motion in any direction at least 3 feet above the ladder top.

Fig. 2.3

Racking Test
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LATERAL RESTRAINTS

. - C-CLAMP""

ROPE --------I~

I

90"

~~====c.c=LAM;;:;P~~-~U-=

SPACER -------I~~~_....:":'"""7_

-

~."VEl HOLDER

~~
8"T

h

- - - - - - - - - i..
~

___ TEST LOAD

(WEIGHTS)

CANTILEVER-IN TEST
(a)
LATERAL RESTRAINTS

/~~
l;"~:'MP..
,HOLDER

§
S"'--

-.-

TEST LOAD

LATERAL RESTRAINTS
SAME AS ABOVE
EXCEPT FOR CLAMP
LOCATION""

(WEIGHTS)

CANTILEVER-OUT TEST
(b)
NOTE: The block shall be I-inch thick, 2-inches long measured along the rail, and of width equal to the
clear distance between flanges.

Fig. 24

Rail Static Cantilever Test
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Table 20
Static Cantilever Bending Test

Duty Rating and Type

Extra heavy duty - Type IA
Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type IT
Light duty - Type m

Working Load
300

Front Rail
Cantilever
Test Load
(pounds)

Rear Rail
Cantilever
Test Load
(pounds)

300
250
200

200
175

150

125

250
225
200

150

SlOE GUIDES

SUPPORT
24-in
DROP

HEIGHT

NOTE: This test is for cantilever in only. It is performed with the ladder closed.

Fig.2S
Dynamic Drop Test

7.5.11 Rail Cantilever Bending Tests
7.5.11.1 Front Ran Static Cantilever
Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The front rail cantilever bending strength of a
ladder or step stool shall be measured by applying an
edgewise load to the bottom end of a front side rail.
Use appropriate means to ensure that the test load
is applied to the lower end of the side rail. such as
removing prior to testing slip-on feet or feet extending
below the end of the rail, or using special purpose test
fIXtures to load the side rail appropriately. The test unit
shall be opened and placed on its side, with the steps
perpendicular to the ground. as shown in Fig. 24.
Combination ladders shall be opened to their stepladder position. The lower side rail shall be clamped
48

to a support and shall be unsupported from the bottom
end of the rail to the top of the bottom step. The top
surface of the step shall be parallel to the edge of the
support.
The test load shall be applied by means of a weight,
in accordance with Table 20, for a minimum period of
1 minute. to the extreme bottom end of the upper side
rail (see Fig. 24a). The load shall be centrally applied
to a 2-inch·long blOC?k resting on the fuD width of the
rail web and held in place by a C clamp; the load attachment point on the C clamp shall not be more than
2 inches below the underside of the web of the rail
being tested. The weight shall be suspended so that it
is acting through the vertical neutral axis of the side
rail. The permanent deformation (set) of the upper side
rail shall not exceed 1/4 inch. The test load shall then
be applied to the extreme bottom end of the lower side
rail in a like manner (see Fig. 24b). The allowable
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(J

pennanent deformation (set) of the lower side rail
shall not exceed 1/4 inch.
Provided the ladder continues to support the
test load, permanent deformation (set) or ultimate
failure of any ladder components as a result of the
tests, except for the limitation on the maximum
allowable permanent deformation (set) of the
upper and lower side rails, shall not constitute
test failure.
7.5.11.2 Rear Rail Static Cantilever

Table 21
Rail Torsion Test
Working Load
Duly Rating and Type

Extta heavy duly - Type IA
.Heavy duty - Type I
Medium duty - Type n
Light duly - Type III

(pounds)
300
250
225
200

Rail Torsion
Test Force
(pounds)
125
100
75

50

Bending Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

o

()

The rear rail cantilever bending strength shall be
measured by appplying an edgewise load to the bottorn end of a rear side rail. Use appropriate means to
ensure that the test load is applied to the lower end of
the side rail, such as removing prior to testing slip-on
feet or feet extending below the end of the rail, or
using special purpose test fixture to load the side rail
appropriately. The test unit shall be opened and placed
on its side, with the horizontal rear braces perpendicular to the groWld, as shown in Fig. 24. The lower
side rail shall be clamped to a support and shall be
unsupported from the bottom end of the rail to the top
of the bottom horizontal brace. Guides shall be used
on each sid~ of the rear load section to prevent lateral
movement of the section when the test load is applied.
The test load shall be applied by means of a weight,
in accordance with Table 20, for a minimum "period of
1 minute, to the extreme bottom end of the upper side
rail (see Fig. 24a). The load shall be centrally applied
to a 2-inch-Iong. block resting on the full width of the
rail and held in place by a C clamp; the load attachment point on the C clamp shall not be more than 2
inches below the underside of the web of the rail being
tested. The weight shall be suspended so that it acts
through the vertical neutral axis of the rear rail lower horizontal brace assembly, so as to avoid introducing twisting into the rear rail. The permanent
deformation (set) of the upper side rail shall not
exceed 1/4 inch. The test load shall then be applied
to the extreme bottom end of the lower side rail, in a
like manner (see Fig. 24b). The allowable permanent
deformation (set) of the lower side rail shall not
exceed 1/4 inch.
Provided the ladder cootinues to support the test
load, permanent deformation (set) or ultimate failure
of any ladder components as a result of the"tests,
except for the limitation of the maximum allowable
permanent deformation (set) of the upper and lower
side rails, shall not constitute test failure.

7.5.11.3 Front and Rear Rail Dynamic
Drop Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shall be the tallest ladder for each rail
size, with the same bottom bracing for each unit
tested. The stepladder shall be tested in a closed position, with the ladder horizontal so that the steps are
vertical. The top of the ladder shall be supported 6
inches from its top so that the bottom of the lower
rail is 24 inches from a concrete floor, as shown in
Fig. 25.
To perform the drop test, the front and rear rails
shall be guided in a vertical plane during a free-fall
drop. The allowable permanent defonnation (set) of
the side rail shall not exceed 1/4 inch.
7.5.12 Rail Torsion and Spreader Test
NOTE: This is a design verification test.

The test unit shaD be placed on a level floor, in the
fully opened position, with the spreaders properly set.
A 200-pound distributed dead load, comprising lead
weights or the equivalent to maximize the density of
the loading medium, shall be applied to the ladder top
cap, platform, or top step when no top cap is used. A
horizontal force. directed to the rear of the ladder,
shall be applied to the ladder top cap at a distance of
18 inches from the vertical centerline of the ladder.
as shown in Fig. 22. For articulated ladders, the
horizontal force shall be applied as close as possible
to the apex hinge. The force shall be perpendicular to
the moment arm, with a tolerance of ±I0°, when the
test load is reached. The front side rail. opposite from
the side where the horizontal force is applied. shall be
blocked from movement. The test shall be conducted
on a dry, unwaxed vinyl tile floor (see 7.1.11).
The test unit shall wi~stand a horizontal force of
not less than the value given in Table 21 without the
spreaders unlocking, any damage or visible weakening
of the ladder or components, or any significant visible
major permanent defonnation (set) of the test unit
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NOTE: The 200-pound distributed load shall be placed on the second highest step.

Fig. 26
Stepladder Slip Test

upon release of the test force. Minor pennanent deformation (set) of individual ladder components, such as
diagonal braces or rear horizontal braces, of less than
1/8 inch shall not constitute test failure.
Ladders equipped with a bucket shelf shall be
tested with the bucket shelf in the in-use position.
This test is not applicable to step stools.
7.5.13 Stepladder Slip Test
. NOTE: This is a design verification test.

Stepladders shall be tested for skid resistance as
shown in Fig. 26. The test unit shall be a 6-foot stepladder, fully opened When testing an articulated ladder, the test unit shall be a 6-foot ladder or the shortest
size greater than 6-foot, fully opened. A unifonnly
distributed load of 200 pounds shall be placed on the
second highest step. A horizontal pulling force of 35
pounds, statically applied to the bottom of the ladder
at a distance of 1 inch above the test surface, shall not
cause any movement in excess of 1/4 inch across the
test surface. The test surface shall be a dry, unwaxed,
vinyl tile floor (see 7.1.11).
50

7.5.14 Stepladder Plastic Top Cap Reference Material Tests
7.5.14.1 Plastic tops from the initial lot of
molding which were employed for perfonnance tests
shall be employed to perform the following tests, and
the results shall be recorded and retained for future
reference.
7.5.14.2 Ten (10) top caps shall be weighed
and both the mean and standard deviation determined.
7.5.14.3 The specific gravity or density of
the minimum and maximum section thicknesses of
plastic top caps shall be detennined. The sample size
shall.be ten (10) and the mean and standard deviation
shall be computed
7.5.14.4 A differential scanning
calorimetric test shall be perfonned to catalog the
material for future reference.
7.5.14.5 An infrared analysis of the material
shall be perfonned and the results shall be retained.
7.5.14.6 The Heat Deflection Temperature
(HDT) at 264 psi shall be at least 1300 F in accordance
with ASTM 0648-82.

AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD A14.2·1990

7.5.14.7 Material Tensile Strength Test.
Tensile coupons of the material shall be prepared
and shall comply with ASTM 0638-86.
'JYpe I. Half the coupons shall be tested as received
without any special conditioning, and the other shall
be tested after exposure to accelerated weathering as
defmed by 7.9.5.1 - Accelerated weathering test procedures of ANSI A14.5 for 1,000 hours. Failure occurs
when elongation after 1,000 hours is 70% or less than
the elongation of the 'as received' material. Alternate
criteria is when the area under the stress-strain curve
·is less than 70% after weathering of the 'as received'
curve area.
7.5.14.8 Cold Impact Test.
A full size sample of the top cap shall be subjected
to a 5 ft.-lb. impact from a 1.18 lb., 2" diameter
guided steel ball after being conditioned for 24 hours
at _20 0 F. The top cap shall be placed on a flat horizontal surface and impact applied to the geometric center of the top cap. The top cap shall show no
signs of cracking after impact.
7.6 Labeling Tests
7.6.1 General. The following procedures are
designed to evaluate the suitability of primary hazard

(danger and caution), safety use instruction (safety
flist), and product data information (notice) labels for
application to ladders, and the performance of printed
labels applied to surfaces representative of those
employed in the intended application.
Unless otherwise specified., the labels are applied to
the appropriate surfaces and conditioned for 24 hours
at 73 0 F ±SO F and 50% ±5% relative humidity. Satisfactory results are needed on three samples for each
test to fulfill the requirements.
It is not intended that the tests shall be conducted
on a progressive basis on one set of test samples.
After each environmental test, the samples should be
conditioned at 73 0 F ±SO F and 50% ±S% relative
humidity for 24 hours before subsequent tests are
conducted.
7.6.2 Tests
NOTE: These tests are all design verification tests and
should be perfonned on standard substrates rather than
on actual ladders. These substrates shall be aluminum
extrusions. 6061·T6 or the equivalent in mechal'!ical
properties. of 0.045 to 0.070 inch nominal thickness.

C)

Labels shall be mounted using a 4-1/2 pound
weighted roller and then cured for 24 hours before
being subjected to test.
7.6.2.1 Adhesion Test. The test shall be conducted on a new label that has not been subjected to
other tests in 7.6.2. according to ASTM 0903-49

(1978), Test for Peel or Stripping Strength of
Adhesive Bonds. 3 A minimum force of 30 ounces
shall be required to remove the label.
7.6.2.2 Scratch Resistance Test. The label
shall resist defacement or removal when a flat metal
blade 1I32-inch thick. held at a right angle to the
test panel, is scraped across it. This test shall be run
on labels before and immediately after the water
immersion test.
7.6.2.3 Water Immersion Test. Applied
labels shall be immersed in water. label side down.
with the water level a minimum of 1/8 inch above
the label, for 48 hours at 75° F. No significant change
shall occur in the legibility of the labels or their
adhesion to the ladder surface (as evidence by
delamination or curling) following the test.
7.6.2.4 Oven Aging Test. Applied labels shall
be placed in an oven maintained at a temperature of
1580 F (700 C) for 240 hours. No significant change
shall occur in the legibility of the labels or in their
adhesion to.the ladder surface (as evidenced by
delamination or curling) following the test.

8. Selection, Care, and Use
8.1 General
8.1.1 For maximum serviceability and safety and

to eliminate unnecessary damage to equipment. good
safe practices in the use and care of ladder equipment
shall be employed by the users. The guidelines discussed in this section constitute the most appropriate
and proper procedures for the care and use of ladders.
8.1.2 A comparison of studies within A 14 jurisdiction. by government bodies, by other researchers. and
in the n.,()4 publication CIS-12, Ladders. indicates a
close correlation between major accident causes and
the failure to follow guidelines like those provided in
this section.
8.1.3 The major causes of falls from self-supported portable ladders are lack of stability and
sliding. The major causes of falls from non-selfsupporting portable ladders are lateral sliding at
the top support, outward sliding at the lower base
support, and human slip. Table 22 provides a
summary of significant accident causes.
3Available from

the American Society for Testing and Malerials.
1916 Race Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
4Available from the International Occupational Safety and Health
Infonnation Centre. International Labour Office, CH 1211. Geneva
22. Switzerland.
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Table 22

Summary of Significant Accident Causes .
Possible Factors Involved in Accident
Ladder

Cause of

Design

Accident

Selfsupporting
(stepladder)

Stability

BaseSuppon
or surface
Soft

Uneven
Unstable "Surface
Slipper surface
Differences in
fmnnessof
surface
Slope of surface

Sliding

Uneven surface
Low friction
Unstable surface
Ice snow or
wet surface
Slipper surface

Top Support

Set-Up

User Location

Ladder Selection
and Condition

Not
applicable

Not
applicable

Unlocked
spmuiers
One or more feet
WlSupponed
Used unstable
or insuffficient
supports
Ladder not close
enough to work
location
User's physical
condition

Above "highest
slanding level"
label
Reaching out too
far, particularly
laterally
Climbing onto ladder
from above
Handling heavy loads
or Wlstable objectS
Applying side load

Used as a nonReaching out too far
self-supporting Stepping offladder
Applying side load
ladder
Ladder not close
enough to work
location
Worn. missing or
contaminated

Too short (size)
Incorrect ladder

n.

type (lA, I.
orID)
Incorrect style
ladder (for example. platform
or single versus
stepladder)
Use of improper
equipment (for .
example. ladder
versus scaffold)

Use of improper
equipment (for
example. ladder
versus scaffold)
Removal or de·
terioration of
slip-resistant
ladder feet

feet

Non-selfsupporting
(extension
and
single)

Human slip

Not applicable

Not
applicable

Pitch (angle) too

Uneven surface
Differences in
firmness of
surface
Unstable surface

Uneven

surface
Slippery

surface
Unstable

surface
(pole, tree.
comer of

building,
and the like)

Ice. snow,
or wet

surface
Insufficient
!Opsupport

Outward
sliding at
lower base
support

Unstable surface
Low friction
Loose surface
Ice, snow. or wet
surface
Slippery surface

Overextensionabove
top support

Not tied off
Not held at base
Inadequate or
excessive extension above
top support
Ladder not close
enough to work
location
Pitch (angle) too

Dirty, oily. or icy

step surfaces
Use of improper
equipment (for
example, 1adder
versus scaffold)

with flat rungs)
User's physical
condition or
shoes

Lateral
sliding
(left or
right) at
top support

Oetting on or off
ladder to roof
Reaching out too
far laterally
Applying side load

Too short or too
long (size)
Not extended far
enough (too
steep)

Use of improper
equipment (for
example. ladder
versus scaffold)

steep

Feet WlSUpported
OI'Wlstabie

Extension locks
not engaged
Used unstable or
insufficient

Above "highest
standing level"
supports
label
Pitch (angle)
Sliding tendency
too flat .
increases above
Ladder not foOted ladder working
Ladder not tied
length midpoint
off or blocked
Careless climbing
Worn. missing or onto or off of
slippery feet
1adder (from or to
Improper selecroof. and the like)
tion of feet or
Applying side load
skid-resistant
bearing surfaces

Extension locks
engaged
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Descending

sleep (especially

Wrong foor or
skid-resistant
bearing surface

Too long (size) or
extended too far
Use of improper
equipment (for
example, ladder
versus scaffold)
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8.1.4 Proper selection of a ladder is essential
for ensuring safety and reducing the potential for
accidents.

8.1.5 Proper use of a ladder will contribute significantly to safety. Factors contributing to falls include
baste. sudden movements, lack of attention during use,
ladder condition (worn or damaged), user's age or
physical condition, or both, and the user's footwear.
The likelihood offalls is not increased by the user's
excessive weight or size. However, improper climbing
posture creating user clumsiness on the ladder may
cause falls.
8.1.6 The safe useful life of the ladder is dependent upon its proper in-service care. In-service-use
test methods (see Section 7. including the italicized
advisory in-service use tests) are available for
evaluating the ladder's condition. While ladders
are designed for extended service, it is necessary
to provide periodic in-service care and maintenance
to ensure their continued safe use. Ladders are not
designed or intended to possess an inftnite safe
useful life.
8.1.7 The infonnation provided in the balance
of this section principally addresses stepladders. and
extension ladders. The principles. however. are applicable to all self-supporting and non-self-supporting
portable ladders.
8.2 Selection
8.2.1 Portable ladders are designed for one-man

use to meet the requirements of the man, the task,
and the environment This section covers the factors
involved in making the proper ladder selection.
Product infonnation data necessary for proper
ladder selection are found on the ladder rail.
8.2.1.1 Duty Rating. Ladders have been
designed in four duty classiftcations:
Duty Rating
Extra heavy duty
Heavy duty
Medium duty
Light duty

Ladder Type
IA
I
II
ill

Working Load
(pounds)
300

250

225
200

8.2.1.2 Loading and Service. Users shaD give

(J

consideration to the length required, the working load,
the duty rating, and frequency of use to which the
ladder will be subjected. UseR> shall not overload a
ladder.
The following criteria shall be used when purchasing or using a ladder:

(1) Extra Heal'Y Duty. For users requiring a
300-pound working load. such as industry. utilities.
contractors. and the like.
(2) Heavy Duty. For users requiring a 250-pound
working load, such as industry, utilities. contractors.
and the like.
(3) Medium Duty. For users requiring a 225-pound
working load, such as painters. offices. for light
maintenance, and the like.
(4) Light Duty. For users requiring no more than a
200-pound working load. such as in general household
use. Light-duty ladders shall not be used with ladder
jacks or scaffold planks. or both.
8.2.1.3 Proper Size.
8.2.1.3.1 Extension Ladders. Selection of
proper extension-ladder size requires knowledge of
the vertical height or elevation to the top support
point Where the top support is a roof eave. additional
working length is needed to penni~ the required
1- to 3-foot extension beyond this point. The highest
standing level shall also be considered. although
the actual dimension will change as the ladder is
extendf".d. The nominal relationships among size.
working length, and height to the top support point
are given in Table 23.
8.2.1.3.2 Stepladders. The highest
standing level is constant for a specific stepladder.
Typical relationships are as follows:

Stepladder Size
(feet)
4
5

6
7
8
lO

Recommended Highest
Standing Level
1 foot. 11 inches
2 feet, lO inches-2 feet. 11 inches
3 feet. lO inches
4 feet, 9 inches-4 feet, 10 inches
5 feet, 9 inches-5 feet, lO inches
7 feet. 8 inches-7 feet, 9 inches

The maximum work height is then established by
adding the user's height and safe reach to the highest
standing level dimension.
8.2.1.3.3 User On-Ladder Location. There
are situations in which the use of a particular size
ladder creates a gap in the height that can be reached
by the user. For example, extension ladders of 28-foot
size and longer cannot be used to work on a wall
below a certain height becuase the user would be too
far out from the wall. Usually the lower portion of the
wall can be reached from the ground, which means
up to a height of about 7 feet. When this 28-foot
extension ladder is closed to 14 feet, working on a
wall below lO feet becomes a problem.
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Table 23

Ladder Size, Working Length, and Height*
Extension

Maximum

Ladder Size

Working Length

16
20
24
28

13
17
21
2S
29

32
36
40

33
36

20-24

Height to Roof Eave
:M,th 1- to 3-Foot
Extension
9-1/2-11-1/2
13-1/2-15-1/2
17-19
21-23

24-28

25-27

28-32
32-35

29-31
32-34

Height to Top
Support on Wall
To 12-1/2
12-1/2-16-1/2
16-1/2-20

*All quantities are in feet
These conditions create a gap between 7 and 10
feet in height where another ladder selection is recommended. To work in this zone, a shorter non-selfsupporting ladder or a self-supporting ladder such
as a stepladder should be considered.
8.2.1.3.4 Work Site Restrictions on Work.
ing Length. In cases where the work site imposes
a height restriction on the non-self-supporting ladder's
working length. the user may fmd that longer ladders
are not capable of erection at the proper angle of inclination of 75-1120 • To safeguard against bottom sliding,
select a shorter extension ladder or a single ladder.
8.2.2 In choosing between a self-supporting and
a non-self-supporting ladder, an important factor to
consider is the bottom and top support conditions. A
stepladder requires level support for four rails. If such
support is lacking or is not convenient, and if a top
support is available, an extension ladder might be a better
choice. In addition, the top support allows the opportunity to secure or tie off the top to increase stability.
8.2.3 Manufacturers do design and offer certain
ladders intended for use by more than one man. These
products shall be so identified on their labels and
markings.
8.3 Rules for Ladder Use.
8.3.1 Intended Use. Ladder use shall be restricted
to the purpose for which the ladder is designed.
8.3.1.1 Ladders shall not be climbed by more
than one person at a time unless designed to support
more than one person.
8.3.1.2 Self;.supporting ladders shall not be used
as single ladders or in the partially closed position.
8.3.1.3 Unless specifically designed for a
cantilever operation, a non-self-supporting ladder shall
not be used to climb above the top· support point.
8.3.1.4 Combination ladders, when used as
self-supporting stairway ladders, shall not be climbed
on their back sections.
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8.3.1.5 A ladder jack system shall not be used
by more than two persons (see 8.3.1.9).
8.3.2 Climbing and Working Locations. The user
shall climb or work with the body near the middle of
the step or rung. The user shall not step or stand higher
than the step or rung indicated 9n the label marking
the highest standing level of a ladder. The user shall
not step or stand on:
(1) A ladder top cap and the top step of a step or
trestle ladder, or the bucket or pail shelf of a selfsupporting ladder.
NOTE: This restriction is not applicable to top steps located
18 inches under the top cap.

(2) The rear braces of a self-supporting ladder
unless they are designed and recoJIUllended for that
purpose by the manufacturer.
(3) The top step of the extension section of an
extension trestle ladder.
(4) The top cap or top step of a combination ladder
when it is used as a self-supporting ladder.
8.3.3 Angle of Inclination. Portable non-selfsupporting ladders should be erected at a pitch of
0
75-112 from the horizontal for optimum resistance
to sliding, strength of the ladder, and balance of the
clirilber. A simple rule for setting up a ladder at the
proper angle is to place the base a distance from the
wall or upper support equal to one-quarter the effective working length of the ladder (the "quarter length
rule''). Effective working length is the distance along
the side rails from the bottom of the support point of
the upper portion of the ladder. Combination ladders
should be erected so that the step surfaces are in a
horizontal plane.
8.3.4. Footing Support. The ladder base shall be
placed with a secure footing on a finn, level support
surface. Ladder levelers may be used to achieve equal
rail support on uneven surfaces. Devices such as
shoes, spurs, spikes, combinations thereof, or similar
devices of substantial design should be installed where
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required for slip resistance and bearing area. Where
ladders with no safety shoes, spurs, spikes. or similar
devices are used, a foot ladder board or similar device
may be employed. Ladders shall not be used on ice,
snow, or slippery surfaces unless suitable means to
prevent slipping are employed. Ladders shall not be
placed on boxes, barrels, or other unstable bases to
obtain additional height.
8.3.5 Top Support. The top of a non-self-supporting ladder shall be placed with the two rails supported
equally unless it is equipped with a single support
attachment Such an attachment should be substantial
and large enough to support the ladder under load. It
should be used when the ladder top support is a pole,
light standard, or building comer, or in tree-type
operations (pruning, fruit picking, and the like).
When it is necessary to support the top of a ladder at
a window opening, a device should be attached across
the back of the ladder, extending across the window,
to provide finn support against the building walls or
window frames.
8.3.6 Side Loading. Portable ladders are not
designed for excessive side loading, and such abuse ,
of the ladder shall be avoided. The ladder shall be
kept close to the work. The user shall not overreach,
but shan descend and relocate the ladder instead.
When using a ladder, the user shall never push or
pun unless the ladder is properly secured.
8.3.7 Climbing Ladders. When ascending or
descending the ladder, the user shall face the ladder
and maintain a firm hold on the ladder. The user shall
not climb onto a ladder from the side, from one ladder
to another, or from a swing-stage to a ladder, unless
the ladder is secured against sideways motion or has
been tied to the structure. The user shall not climb a
broken or bent ladder or a ladder that does not comply
with 8.4.1.
8.3.8 Electrical Hazards. Users are cautioned to
take proper safety measures when ladders are used in
areas containing electrical circuits. These precautions
should prevent any contact or Possible contact with an
energized, uninsulated circuit or conductor in order to
avoid electrical shock or short circuit.
Metal ladders and wood ladders with side-rail metal
reinforcement wires shall not be used where they
would come in contact with exposed energized electric
wires. All ladders should be kept away from electric
power lines unless they are specifically designed for
that application. Ordinary pre63utions should be
employed as would be taken when using any tool
that may become a conductor of electricity. Users
are cautioned to be particularly careful when

manipulating any ladder around an overhead
electrical power line.
8.3.9 Improper Use. A ladder shall not be used
as a brace, skid, lever, guy or gin pole, gangway,
platfonn, scaffold plank, material hoist, or for any
other use for which it was not intended, unless such
use is specifically recommended by the manufacturer.
Ladders shall not be erected on scaffolds to gain
additional height, unless specifically designed for
that application.
8.3.10 Access to Roof. When single section or
extension ladders are used to gain access to a roof,
the top of the ladder shall extend at least I foot and
no more than 3 feet above the point of suppon at the
eaves, gutter, or roof line. The ladder should be tied
down to prevent slipping before the user ascends onto
the roof. The user shall take care when ascending from
the ladder to the roof or descending from the roof to
the ladder to avoid tipping the ladder over sideways
or causing the ladder base to slide.
8.3.11 Fastening Together. Ladders and ladder
sections, unless so designed, shall not be tied or
fastened together to provide a longer length.
Ladders and ladder sections shall not have their
length increased by other means unless specifically
designed for the means employed.
8.3.12 Doorways. Ladders shall not be placed
in front of doors opening toward the ladder unless the
door is blocked open, locked, or guarded.
8.3.13 Set-Up and Adjustment of Ladders
8.3.13.1 Extension Ladders. Adjustment of
extension ladders shall only be made by the user
when standing at the base of the ladder so the user
may observe when the locks are properly engaged.
The user shall check that the rope is tracking correctly
in the pulley. Adjustment of extension ladders from
the top of the ladder (or any level over the locking
device) is a dangerous practice and 'shall not be
attempted. Adjustments shall not be made while
anyone is standing on the ladder. The user shall ensure
that both upper and lower ladder support points are
contacting fmn support surfaces. Extension trestle
ladders and combination ladders used in non-selfsupporting positions require that the same procedures
be observed.
8.3.13.2 Stepladders. The user shall ensure
that the stepladder is fully opened, with spreaders
locked and all feet contacting finn level suppon
surface.
8.3.14 Erection of Extension Ladders. Extension ladders shall always be erected so that the top
section (fly section) is above and resting on the bottom
section (base section) with the rung locks engaged.
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The top section may be located in front of or behind
the bottom section, depending upon the design. The
ladder shall never be used in a reverse position where
the top end of the fly section becomes the lower end
. of the ladder, and the lower end of the base section
becomes the upper end of the ladder. Where extension
ladders have been previously used as single ladders,
care should be exercised to ensure that the sections
are properly reassembled and that the interlocking
guides or brackets are properly engaged between the
sections before funher use.
8.3.15 Relocating Ladders. A ladder shall not
be 'relocated while anyone is on it
8.3.16 Bracing of Stepladders. The bracing
on the rear rails of stepladders is designed solely for
increasing stability and not for climbing. This does
not apply to stepladders provided with steps for
climbing on both front and rear sections.
8.3.17 Use of Individual Sections of Sectional
Ladders and Sections of Extension Trestle
Ladders. Middle and top sections of sectional or
window cleaners' ladders should not be used for
bottom sections. Extension sections of extension
trestle ladders should not be used as single ladders
unless the user equips them with safety shoes or the
equivalennt
8.3.18 Hooks. When service conditions warrant,
hooks may be attached at or near the top of portable
ladders to give added security (such hooks are used
for upper suppon in cable strand or roofing applications.)
8.3.19 Ladder Jacks. Only extra-heavy-duty
(type-IA) and heavy-duty (type-I) ladders shall be
used in conjunction with ladder jacks and stages or
planks. Light-duly (type-ill) and medium-duty
(type-II) ladders shall never be used with ladders
jacks. For additional infonnation on ladder jack
systems, see American National Standard Safety
Requirements for Scaffolding, ANSI AlO.8.19.
8.3.20 Ladders Designed for Special Uses.
Certain ladders are designed, specified, and identified,
as two-man working l~d products. Included in this
group are trestle ladders, extension trestle ladders,
combination ladders, and double stepladders.
8.3.21 High Static Electric:al Fields. Metal
ladders or other ladders specifically designed to
pennit grounding or dissipation of static elect:r:icity
should be used around high static electrical fields to
assist in preventing shocks to the user.
8.4 Care
8.4.1 Inspection. A thorough ladder inspection
shall be made when the ladder is originally purchased,
received, and put into service. The ladder shall be "
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inspected periodically, preferal:Sly before each use.
Working pans and rung/step-to-side-connections shall
be checked. Where structural damage or other hazardous defect is found, the ladder shall be taken out of
service and either discarded or repaired by a competent mechanic.
8.4.1.1 Tipping Over, and Other Impact
Damage.
The ladder shall be inspected for side-rail dents or
bends, or excessively dented rungs. All rung/step-toside-rail connections shall be checked, as well as
hardware connections, rivets (for shear), and all
other components.
8.4.1.2 Exposure to Fire. If ladders are
exposed to excessive heat, as in the case of fIre, their
strength may be reduced. After such exposure the
ladder shall be inspected visually for damage and
tested for deflection and strength characteristics.
More infonnation is provided in Section 7. In
doubtful cases, refer to the manufacturer.
8.4.1.3 Corrosive Substances. When ladders
are to subjected to cenain acids or alkali materials that
may be chemically corrosive and significantly reduce
the working load of the ladder, consult the manufacturer or a qualified person prior to such exposure.
8.4.1.4 on and Grease. Ladders should be
free of oil, grease, or slippery materials on climbing
or gripping surfaces.
"
8.4.1.5 Ropes and Pulleys. Ropes, cables,
and pulleys should be inspected frequently, checked
to ensure that they operate properly, and replaced if
they are worn or defective.
8.4.2 Damaged Ladders. Broken or bent ladders
shall be marked and taken out of service until they are
repaired by a competent mechanic or destroyed in such
a manner as to render them useless. The user shall not
attempt to repair a defective side rail.
8.4.3 Proper Handling. Ladders, like any tool,
must be handled with care not not be subjected to
dropping, jarring. or misuse. They are designed for
the pwpose intended. Therefore, any variation
from this purpose constitutes a mishandling of the
equipment.
8.4.4 Transporting. Ladders transported on road,
street. and highway motor vehicles shall be properly
supponed. Overhang of the ladders beyond supponing
points should be limited Supporting points should be
of a material ~uch as wood or rubber-covered iron
pipe. to minimize chafing and the effects of road
shock. Securing the ladder to each support point will
greatly reduce damage due to road shock.
8.4.4.1 Truck Racks. Ladders shall be secured
to the truck rack in a manner that will avoid chafmg from
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relative horizontal and vertical motion. The ladder feet.
when present, should be secured from pivoting about the
ladder while the vehicle is in motion. The ladder truck
rack shall be designed to positively secure the ladder into
a fixed position, and the rack should be designed to
positively secure the ladder into a fixed position, and the
rack should be designed to fit the particular ladder being
fixed to the truck. If these requirements are not satisfied,
excessive wear of the ladder will occur, which will cause
premature deterioration of the ladder and reduce its
service life. Improperly designed and used truck racks
may damage side rails, steps or rungs, feet. and other
ladder parts, owing to vehicle vibration and road shock.
8.4.5 Storage. Ladders should be stored in or on
racks designed to protect the ladder when it is not in
use. These racks should have sufficient supporting
points to avoid sagging. Materials shall not be placed
on the ladder while it is in storage.
8.4.6 Maintenance. Proper ladder maintenance
ensures the safe condition of the ladder. Hardware,
fittings, and accessories should be checked frequently
and kept in proper working condition. All pivotable
cormections and the rung-lock cam surfaces should be
lubricated frequently. All bolts and rivets shall be in
place and secure before using a ladder, and no ladders
should be used if any bolts or rivets or missing or if
the joints between the steps (or rungs) and the side
rails are not tight.
Ladders with safety shoes or padded feet which
are·excessively worn shall be taken out of service
until repaired.

9. Labelin~ Requirements

? - - ......

(,--)

9.1 General Requirements
9.1.1 Primary hazard "DANGER" and
"CAUflON" markings shall conform to the general
deSign principles (and where labels are used) to the
design and color principles of these requirements as
provided in Appendices "A" and "B" for the kinds
of ladders in this standard. Appendix B refers to the
"SAFETY FIRST" and "NOTICE" labels/maIkings.
9.1.2 Markings shall be legible and readily visible.
9.1.3 The preferred locations of the rruukings,
especially "DANGER" and "CAUTION" marldngs,
should be approximately 4-1/2 feet to 6 feet from the
bottom of the ladder on the outside of the rails (climber
facing the ladder) with the ladder in the "use" position.
9.1.4 For ladder less than 6 feet in length, markings should be located as close to the top as practicable.
9.1.5 Maltings shall be positioned so that other
parts of the ladder shall not damage the Iabel/marking
when the ladder is open, closed· or extended.

9.1.6 The labels/marldngs in the appendices
shall be considered as illustrations only. For example,
marking #5 can have fly section either over or under
base section. Also, illustrations in this standard may
not be opJimum size - see Appendix for size notes.
9.1.7 Exception. Modification of these marking
requirements within the design or color principles. of
Section 9, including equivalent wording and symbols
to accommodate material. fmish and consbUction
features shall be permitted.
9.1.8 Marking no. 00 shall be placed on all
portable ladders as the uppermost marking on the
outside of the right rail (climber facing the ladder).
9.2 Product Data Information Markings
9.2.1 The product data infonnation markings in
92.2 shall appear on the outside of the lower left rail
(climber facing the ladder) and where possible.
approximately 4-1/2 to 6 feet from the bottom of the
ladder.
9.2.2 The foUowing required infonnation shall be
preceded by the word "NOTICE" in boldface and
preferably shall be in the foUowing sequence:
(1) Ladder size.
(2) "tYPe and duty rating.
(3) Maximum walking length (if extension ladder).
(4) Highest standing level..
(5) Total1ength of sections (if extension ladder).
(6) Model number or name.
(7) Manufacturer or distributor name (may be logo).
(8) Manufacturing plant (if multiplant organization
may be coded).
(9) Month and year of manufacture.
(10) ANSI standard compliance.
(11) Warranty, if offered (optional).
9.2.3 Preferred Presentation. Product data
information markings shall preferably be presented
as provided by the labels/marking and instructions in
Appendix B (See Marking #23),
9.3 SpecifIC Labeling/Marking Requirements
9.3.1 Stepladder
9.3.1.1 Marking #1 shall meet the general
requirements of location and positioning to avoid
damage to labeJ/marking.
9.3.1.2 Marlcing #2 shall be located on the
top cap of stepladders.
9.3.1.3 Marking #3 shall be located on the fmt
step below the top cap when this step is 18 inches or
less from the top and may be omitted when the first
step is more than 18 inches from the top cap.
9.3.1.4 The placement of Markings #2 and #3
shall be such as to assure best viewing position and to
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accommodate design. construction features and
materials and finishes.
9.3.1.5 Marking #4 shall meet the general
requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.2 Extension and Single Section Straight
Ladders
9.3.2.1 Marking #5 and #6 shall meet the
general requirements for location.
9.3.2.2 Marking #6 shall be used on all
extension ladders and single section straight ladders
constructed of metal.
9.3.2.3 Markings #7 and #8 may be used
together if it is so desires.
9.3.2.4 Mark #7 shall be placed in lieu of
Marking #8, on the inside of the right rail of the fly
section of the extension ladders, with the arrow pointing to the second or third rung. depending upon which
rung is 22 inches or more from the top of the fly
section, either of which locations shall be the highest
standing level.
9.3.2.5 Marking #8 shall be placed in lieu of
Marking #7 on the second rung from the top when the
second rung is 22 inches or more from the top of the
fly section or placed on the third rung from the top
when the second rung is less than 22 inches from the
top of the fly section, either of which location shall
be the highest standing level.
9.3.2.6 Marking #9 shall be pennitted in lieu
of embossed letters on extension ladders not equipped
with pennanent means to preclude removal.
9.3.2.7 Marking #10 shall meet the general
requirements in Section 9.1 including equivalent
wording in the text.
9.3.3 Step Stool
9.3.3.1 Markings #11 and #12 shall conform
to the general requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.4 Tresde Ladder (Double Front Ladder)
9.3.4.1 Marking #7 shall be placed on the
inside of the right rail of the trestle ladder with the
arrow of the label/marking pointing to the second
step or rung.
9.3.4.2 Marking #8 shall be located on the
second step or rung from the top of the ladder.
9.3.4.3 Markings #7 and #8 may be used
together if so desired.
9.3.4.4 Markings #13 and #14 shall meet the
general requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.5 Extension Trestle Ladder
9.3.5.1 When the extension section in the
trestle ladder is used, #7 and #8 shall be used as
required for single section straight fadders.
9.3.5.2 Markings #7 and #8 may be used
separately if so desired.
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9.3.5.3 Marking #15 shall meet the general
requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.6 Platform Ladder
9.3.6.1 Marking #1 shall meet the general
requirements of location and positioning to avoid
damage to the label/marking.
9.3.6.2 Marking #2 shall be located on the top
cap or highest cross member above the platfonn.
9.3.6.3 Marking #3 shall be located on the step
which is the platfonn.
9.3.6.4 Where an electrocution hazard exists,
Marking #5 shall be located on platfonn ladders in
accordance with the general requirements in Section
9.1.
9.3.6.5 Marking #18 shall confonn to the
general requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.7 Combination Ladder
9.3.7.1 In the stepladder mode, Markings #1,
#2 and #3 shall meet 'the requirements set forth for
stepladders.
, 9.3.7.2 In the single or extension ladder mode,
Marking #5, #6, #7 and #8 shall meet the requirements
. set forth for single and extension ladders.
9.3.7.3 Marking #16 shall meet the general
requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.7.4 Marking #17 shall meet the general
requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.8 Articulating Ladders
9.3.8.1 Markings #4, #5, #6 and #19 shall meet
the general requirements in Section 9.1.
9.3.8.2 Marking #20 shall be located on the
outside of both siderails as near to the center hinge
as possible with one marking in an upside down
(inverted 180°) position and the other right side up.
Exception: Since the defInition of marking allows
for stamping and embossing, a combination of stamping/embossing and color coding shall be permitted to
meet the precautionary warning intent of this marking.
9.3.8.3 Marking #21 shall be located on the
outside of both inner siderails as near to the center
hinge as possible with one marking in an upside down
(inverted 180°) position and the other right side up.
9.3.8.4 Marking #22 shall be located on the
outside of one of the siderails when the ladder is in the
folded'(storage) position.

10. Revision of American National Standards
Referred to in This Document
When the American National Standards referred to in
this document are supersed,ed by a revision approved
by the American National Standards Institute, Inc., the
revision shall apply.
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Appendixes

(These Appendixes an: not a part of American National Standard AI4.2-I990. bul are

included for infonnalion

purposes only.)

Appendix A
NOTE: The following are the preferred design and color principles for the primary hazard "DANGER". and
"CAUfiON" labels/maIkings for the kinds of portable metal ladders cited in this standard. These labels/markings
are illustrations of typicallabels/markings and are not actual recommended size. The minimum recommended size
is 2 inches x 8 inches.

BLACK
BACKGROUND

1

............- - - - - SAME COLOR NOTES AS OTHER DANGER

RED OVAL WITH
WHITE lETTERS

o

BLACK LETTERS ON
WHITE BACKGROUND

YEU.OW LETTERS ON
BLACK BACKGROUND
~--------------~~~

CAUTION

-BlACK LETTERS ON
YELLOW BACKGROUND

(-)
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AppendixB
NOTE: The following are the preferred design and color principles for "SAFETY FIRST" (safety instructions) and
"NOTICE" (product data infonnation) labels/markings for the kinds of portable metal ladders cited in this standard.
These labels/markings are illustrations of typical labels/markings and are not actual recommended size. The minimum recommended size is 2 inches x 8 inches.
BLUE BACKGROUND

SAFETY
FIRST
GREEN
BACKGROUND

WHITE LETTERS

WHITE LEITERS

GREEN OR BLACK LETTERS ON
WHITE BACKGROUND

BLUE OR BLACK LETIERS ON
WHITE BACKGROUND

Preferred Presentation of Product
Data Information Markings
The preferred presentation is not mandatory, but if it is used,
it should be used in the panel sequence illustrated in Marking
No. 23. If necessary, elements may be rearranged, as multiple panels are used However, any panel which includes the
data of panel no. I should be shown with the word
"NOTICE" as illustrated in Marking No. 23.
The best method would be to present the notice
and three panels as one label or marlcing. This method would
mean the month and year date, for economic use of
preprinted labels, would have to be entered by ink stamp for
the one-label approach. Pennanent inks should be soughtand are available - for such applications. In fact, if this infoonation is stamped or burned, the rest of the marking can
be a label or similarly stamped or burned, as long as the onelabel effect is maintained.
The three panels are also designed to be divided between
panels no. I and 2 and panels no. 2 and 3. The notice and
panel nC?o I should be presented as one unit either in a label
or other marking, since this product information is most critical in selecting the right ladder. Such information provides
the necessary elements of a sound purchase that allows the
user to match his needs and requirements to the capabilities
of the ladder.
Panel no. 2, if separated, may be stamped, burned,
embossed, or otherwise marked, including a label which
provides for ink stamping of month and year data. An effort
should be made to avoid the placement of other markings between panels which are separated In fact, the information in
panel no. 2 may be placed elsewhere if it is first placed as
required by 9.2. AdditonalIy, the optional character of panel
no. 3 may eliminate its use or incorporate its infonnation
in either panel no. 1 or 2.

-

Manufacturer's and distributor's name may be a logo.
Manufacturing plant (if multi-plant organization) may be
coded
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NOTICE
1

Ladder Size
Type and/or Duty
Rating
Maximum Working Length
(If extension Ladder)
Highest Slanding Level
Total Length of Sections
(If extenalon Ladder)

2

Madel Number
Dr Name
Manufacturer or
Distributor Name
Manufacturing Plant
(If muW-plant organlZltlon)

Manth and Year
of Manufacture

3

ANSI
SlIndards Compliance
Warranty
If Warranty Onend

Marking No. 23
Preferred Notice Presentation
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FAILURE TO READ AND FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS LADDER
MAY RESULT IN INJURIES OR DEATH.

B

FAILURE TO READ AND FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS ON THIS LADDER
MAY RESULT IN INJURIES OR DEATH.
A

C)

FAILURE TO READ
AND FOLLOW
INSTRUCTIONS ON
THIS LADDER MAY
RESULT IN INJURIES
OR DEATH.
~

_ _ _ _--JC

Marking No. 00 (A, B, C)

(J
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ju·'a

I
'!1

KEEP BODY CENTERED
BETWEEN SIDE-RAILS.
DO NOT OVER-REACH.

~I

Marking No.2

DO NOT
STAND
ABOVE
THIS
STEP

LOCK
SPREADERS

I
Marking No.3

SET ALL FOUR FEET
ON FIRM LEVEL SURFACE.
WEAR SLIP-RESISTANT SHOES

READ ADornONAL
IIISTRUCTIONS ON LADDER Marking No.1
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SAFETY
FIRST
STEPLADDER -FOR YOUR SAFETY
READ CAREFULLY
ffiOPER SElECTION

1. Selecliadder of proper length 10 reach wormg height.
2. IMPORTANT: Ladders 8IlI designed to SI4lPOf1 one
person plus materials and lools not more than the
~ load 011 the noIiI:e sign 011 this ladder.
3. SeleclIadders Ylilhin the 1oIowing:
TYPE
DUTY RATING
WORKING LOAD
IA
INDUSTRIAL·EXTRA HEAVY
300 Ibs.
I
INOUSTRIAL-HEAVY
250 Ibs.
tJ
COMMERCIAL-MEDIUM
2251bs.
11\
HOUSEH!.JU).UGHT
200 Ibs.

INSpeCTION
1. Inspect upon ~ and before aacI1 use. never climb
a damaged. bent or broIIen ladder: all wor1cing parts
must be in ~ wormg order.
2. Maka sure all rivets and joints, nuts and bolts are
t9rt; feet. steps and rungs S8M!; spreaders and pail
she!! function propet1y.
3. Keep ladder dian, free from grease. oil mud. snow.
wet IIUIt aM oihIIf swwy maIOOaI. Keep 'JOOf sOOes
clean. leather SDIes should not be used.
4. NeYer make 1ef11lOI8ry repails 01 damaged «missing
parts.
5. DesIJoy JaddeI' HbIokan. worn or HeIpOSed to fire or

Wljit'J:1

SET UP LADDER PROPERLY
TO REDUCE SLIP AND
OVERLOAD HAZARDS,
FOLLOW THESE
INSTRUCTIONS,
SECURE

~ ......

chemical corrosion.

PROPER SET·UP
1. DANGER! METAL CONDUCTS ELECTRICITY! Do

not Ie1Iaci1ers 01 any material come in contact with live
eiedricaI wies.
2. Make sure ladder is fuIy open, spreadeIs secure, pail
sIieH in posijon.
3. Place 011 firm 1M! surface wtil a secure 1ooting. Do
not use on slippery surtaces. Do not place on boxes.
unstable bases 01' scaffolds to gail adIitionaI height. Do
not place in /roI'It 01 door opening IOWIJd ladder.

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE
1. DO NOT USE LADDERS ff you tire easily. are subject
to tainting spells. 8IlI using mediane or ak:ohoI 01 8IlI
physically impaired.
2. To protect children. do not leave ladder set·up and

unattended.
3. Faoa ladder when climbing up or down; keep body
centered between side U.
4.Mairltain afinn ". Use both hands in climbing.
5. NeYer climb a Jadder frcm the side unless ladder is
seand against side-wise moron.
S. Do no! 0YIlI reacI1; move Iadde! when needed.
7. Dono! 'waIl'orrpg'ladde!when standing 0I1~.
8. Do not stand. climb 01 sit 011 ladeIe! top. pail shell.
braces or badk section.
9. Do not 0YIII0ad. Ladders are meant tor one person.
Do no! use as \lIaCe. pIat10nn Of plank.
10. Keep ladder close 10 woriI; avoij pusIing or pullilg
off to 1he side 011aci1ers.

PROPER CARE AND STORAGE

1. Store ladder In sate and dry pace.
2. Property secure and supporIladder wtiIe in transit
3. NeYer s\oIe materials 011 ladder.
4. Keep Iacijer clean aM free 01 a1110reign male rials.

(J

Marking No, 4

CD

PLACE TOES AGAINST BOlTOM
OF LADDER SIDERAILS.

®
®

STAND ERECT

@

PALMS OF HANDS SHOULD TOUCH

EXTEND ARMS STRAIGHT OUT

TOP OF RUNG AT SIIOULDER IfVEL
1. DO NOT OVER.REACH.
KEEP BODY CENTERED
BETWEEN SIDERAILS

2. EXTEND LADDER ONE
TO THREE FEET ABOVE
ROOF FOR ACCESS

3. READ ADDITIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS
ON LADDER

Marking No.5
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Do Not Stand On Or
Above This Rung
YOU CAN LOSE
YOUR BALANCE
I .

I

I

I .

l THIS LADDER 1
1 CONDUCTS 1

J ELECTRICITY

I
I

!
! .

'U

Marking No. 6

Marking No.7

Marking No.8

THIS LADDER SECTION
IS NOT· DESIGNED
FOR SEPARATE USE
MarkiDgNo.9

.
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SAFETY
FIRST
EXTENSKlN LADDER -FOR YOUR

SAFETY READ CAAEFULlY
PBOfIEB SElECDQN

I.SIIod_al_1qI1lD_~

hI91

2. IMPORTANT: ~rs II. dtsignod I' support "'"
pnotI,""_1IId1DOiS1IOI",,,,"'''~

KEEP BODY CENTERED
BETWEEN SIDE RAILS
DO NOT OVER-REACH.

""-19'

klodon
onrls_.
3. SIIod -'-"1oIIooiV

TYPE

IA
I
II
III

IlVTYRATlNG

~NGLOAD

INCIlS1RIAL.exTlIA HEAVY
INDUSTRIAL-HEAVY
COIIMERCIAL-MEDIUM
~

INSPECTION

~,

3._am.a~btn10/

.. Ktop _

dill>. itt !rom fWI, oil. 1M. _, wet

1*/"" 01tI0I ~ maIIriII. Ktep 10" shoes cIeao,
illllersolesShoUdnclbllllld.

""lemj)O/l/y '11*5 of datlllgrldc/ miIsi1g
pn
6./JI""""'pn .... blrtgood~_.
7. Dtnoy_n trooktn, _ orH.~ 10 lite or

PROPER SET-UP

5. _

---.

LOCK
SPREADERS

PROPER sET-up

"111,_

1. D.WlER! IlETAL L\IlIlERS ctWOUCT ELECTRICITY! Do
como .. con1acI oi1hlNt

no! ~I_s

_-..dS_

2. Searrt bison. ~'_ and ...... SOl ~

3. SelIIngIoO/ _ _ 11_75-1I2dtg11t
M'I,IIebylnang _ _ .-"'oquIIlDl/4_
""""'ltngII1o/_...,!rom_oI_~
HrisIn:e~Ioss""311..pIar:e_oI_a_

surtaco.--_

5. Erec1_';:'mMun31L-.:ing_rooIn
01 WOIIoilI utar:t: lit lOp • suppon paRs.
6. Ex1IndlOp_rritlrompnl,_III''IIcuI:i'rlOIiCmllerooi.

~.~o::'~~~n.~-:::~.:

""*'*94U·4!.:Mt48!.·511.
8.P1ICIonallm_nla_"'*II.DonolUlt
onslpplfyIlliaClS.Donol_onbo,I$. _ _

0I-"00il-"",,,
_ _ _.
10.'MltrtpoWlituse _ _ "IUI_.
~.Donolplar:eilmrldoOl

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE

1. DO OOT use L\DOERS j you In oaiI\I," aIljocIlD
tainllng spells, are tlSlng mtdlcina or alcohol or ir,

physaIyll\llilld.

2. T. pr'le~ children, do nDIIt... , _ set·up .nd
..-..lId.
3. StMIy tngIOt _
ixU boIonI dmIrt;. CIItd< l1li

lOpllld_ttdsDl_roiIs .. rm;,~
4.
Face _
lacIde, wilt.
dim~ng up " dOwn: kHP body
_
""rails.

1. DANGER! METAL STEP STOOLS CONDUCT
ELECTRICITY! 00 not let step stools of any material
rome in contact wiII1live electrical wires.
2. Make sure step stool is fully open and spreaders
sealre.
3. Place on a firm SIIrlace and a sealre tooting. Do not
use on slippery surfaces. Do nof place on boxes,
unstable bases or scaffokIs to gain additional height Do
not place in front of door opening toward laclder.

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE

oI3l"""'_-,I
4. Set_onflmpn1. Do IlOl '-'tidtwoys. Donol
use on icI or snow orllilrl>Orr
......... """",1oIlt

STEP STOOL -FOR YOUR SAFETY READ
CAREFULLY
INSPECTION
1. Inspect upon receipt and Defore eaell use, Ile'Ier climb
a damaged. ben1 Q( broken step stool, all woriIing parts
must be in good working order.
2. Make SlIM all rivets and JOInts, nuts and batts are light.
steps and rungs secure, spreaders fuOOIOO propeny.
3. Keep step stool dean, free from grease. oil, mUd,
snow, wet paint and other sIJwe!y malenal. Keep your
shoes clean, Iealhe! soles shOOd nof be used.
4. Never make temporary repairs of damaged or missing
parts.
5. Destroy step stocI ~ broken, worn 01 nexposed to lire
01 chemical DlfIOSion.

300 III.
250 lIS.
22S Ills.
200118.

1.k\!IIIId ..... llCli>llIIdbolonl_ ....
2.
"""nI ...... rmnllds .. 1ij'I.
nrvssoart. _
_ jDsnlltot
nll-r_."'I11!11""","",_nlil
good_ _.

Malia,.,..

SAFETY
FIRST

SET ALL FOUR FEET
ON FIRM LEVEL SURFACE
WEAR SUp·RESISTANT SHOES
READ ADDmONAL
INSTRUCTIONS ON LADDER

1. DO NOT USE STEP STOOLS if you tlfe easily, are
SIIbjecI to fainting spells, using medicine or alcohol or
are p/lysicajy impaired .
2. To protect eIlildren, do not leave ladder set up and
unattended.
3. Face step stoot when climbing up or down. Keep body
centered beIween sicIe rails.
4. Do not over reaell, move step stool when needed.
5. Do not 'walk' or 'jog' ladder When standing on n.
6. Do not oveIfoad. Slap stools are meant for one person.
Do not use as abrace, pIattonn or panlt
7. Keep step stoot close to work; avoid pushing Q( pulling
oH to sicIe of step stools.

PROPER CARE AND STORAGE

1. Store step stoot in safe and dry pace.
2. PropeIfy seaJl& and SURJOIl step stoot while in Iransit.
3. Never store materials on step slool.
4. Keep laclder clean and liee of aU foreign malerials.

S._.IIm~.u..boItI_indllUng.

6.Doncl_,,*,a_Irom"eido _ _ ~
SIClIIdagainSl_I11DIioo. .. _IIom ... _
10_.
7.Doml _ _ Io"~"'311.1Iom"lop._

-.

Marking No, 11

Marking No. 12

am._"lOpllll!POrt.

allomlust_rtlWjlllli'ds.
9._use_lS.piIII«m,pID ..
_cn._.DoIIDI_laiIII'I ...... l«

...
.01_.
10. Ktop _

hoIsI._,..

dDot II m Mid IIR\IOI P*4l all 10

11._rhlpOlIllPil"in'!*lIoIdIO_.
12.lloncl_et'lllil'lIddIrwlliltlWld'l1goni1.

PROPER CARE ANP STORAGE

1.1WvJ_on_ildrypla _ _ al6 ... l«

-'3.
__
.. _ .
2.~
....._
IIId""""_wlliltll_
4. Ktop-_lIIdneoiallcft9\_.

Marking No. 10
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SAFETY
FIRST

CAUTION

DO NOT
STAND
ABOVE
THIS

STEP

J

\:=I!!~\

LOCK
SPREADERS

SET ALL FOUR FEET
ON FIRM LEVEL SURFACE
DO NOT EXCEED WORKING
LOAD PER SIDE
WEAR SLlP·RESISTANT SHOES
READ ADDITIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS ON LADDER
Marking No. ~
Marking No. 14
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SAFETY

SAFETY

FIRST

FIRST

EXTENSION TRESTlE LADDER •FOR
YOUR SAFETY READ CAREFlllY
PROPER SELEm

1. SeIId IIddII of proper . . . to IIIdI wodOng

hIi;t
~ UI'ORTAHT: lDIIrs .. dIIipd 10 __ IN
pe!IIIII pUs ....... n tools IIOIIIIDII thin lilt
IOIIinglllldanllltnoliclignantisllddor.
3. Select IIddn IiII*IIIIt IoIaoiIg:
1'tPE
DUlY RAOO
WORKIIG

LOAD
IA
I
II

m

1NIlUSTIW.-EXTAA HEAVf
INDUSIlIIAl.j£AVf
COIoIIEACIAl-UEDUI
HCJUSCHi1D.UGIf

300 ....
251 ....
225 ....
200111.

INSPECTION

1. Inspoct ~ IDipIIrd bIbt oach 1liii, _
t i l dngId. lin or iI!IiIon iIddor, "lOlling
pn _ be it gaod IIQIiq onIIIt.
2. MialIIft .. rMltsnjoills, UIrd_ ..
light, IIepS and ~ _,spreaders tunction
~.

3. Koop 1DIIr .... iIt trom,.., iii. nul. SI1OII,

WIII*'lIrd
en IipporylIOIbelMl
_ _ Kelp yoIK _ _
doon.
_____
~.

Nt¥tr make temporary repaiIs .1 damaged .r

1I'IiIIqjpn.

5. DIsIroy IDIIr i iIIIiIIn, liliiii or i fIIIIl$td to iii
orCllllllllCllamlian.

PROPER SET·UP

1. OANGER! METAL LADOERS CONOUCT
ELECTRICITY. 00 IlOl Ie! 1Idders .. '" 1MIIIiII_
n arItaCl Mnlileeloaral_
2. Mak. SUII lIddtr is fully IIfJIf1 Ind sprlldm

ro.tBINATION LADDER, FOR YOUR
SAFETY READ CAREFUlLY
P!Q'EB SELECTION

1.SoII<I_cllIftIIIII.IO_~.

2. IIIPORTAHT: ~ .. dII9*f to suppon ....
POISOll phIs IIIttIiaIs IftCf _ ,., side 0/1 2'11"

...... or.,wPIIDI. ... ___ nlDOis ...
lIIPorlllQllildllnnol_IIII"~m.s .....
_",,"'lislldllll.
3. SoII<IiIdIIn_ .. foIoWq:
1'tPE
DUlY RAOO
WORKIIG LOAD
IA
NlUSllIIAI.-EXTAA I£AVf 300 lis.
I
IIO.ISTIIIAL.j£AVf
251111.
"CXJIIIEACIIl-UEDUI
225 III.
Uf
IDJSEIIl.D.UlII
200 lis.

!NSPECIJON

I.NI*I ....... n _ ........

_cim.

ciIIIIgId, baorilllllll_, .. 1IIIItqpn ubi iI
_~ardIr.

2. . . . . . . . . . . IrdJRs,lIISlrdllllsn.
1III .... n _ _ .-s-PfGIIIIII·
3.KIoplldlllldllln,no""".-.IIi.rru1.
1IOI
pIiIIlrd_....,
_
KIop yolK _ .....
dIIIn,
_ _ _ Il0l111-.

--

4. _ _ ....., rwpairs cI.-nagod .. missIIg

pn.

S.DmDr_il_....... ~~lIIlir1or

PROPER SET·UP

t.1WIGER! IlETAL IIoIIIeI cam:T ElfClII1CIlY. Do
not flllaIIdn .. '" - - . ...... it _
wi'IIlM!
_1Iits.
2. PIICIen.IrIIIIMI ............ fooIing. Do IlOl
... en.., SIItacos. 00 NIl pia ... tmes. ......
_

.. _lOgIIII_.Ocllllpian

hrlcI ..... _-.!IIdIIII.

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE .

SOC1I8.

3. Place en • 1Im!llfaca and a sean fDotiIg. 00 IlOl
use en sIipptfy surtaces. 00 not pUce en boas,
UI'I5III>Ie bases or SQIfcIds to gail DiIicr1aI hIi;t
00Il0l pIacIt it . . . dear oprq-a iIddor.
4. Always aftldlQIII' lines to insIn IIIIIiIy bIfo<e

I. 00 NOT USE lADDERS i "" IN..,. n sd>jocIlII
lainting spetI$. art "ling mtdicir1e Of _
or ar.

O1her labels far guy liIe·insIruc:bcns.IllPORTAHT!
STEEL CA8IJl COIIlUCTS El.£CTRCITY. DO ooT

InII tn>.u..boII_I1'*'DrJ,
5.001101_-.
..... _ _ _.
_ _ ",...q1ll1l.
7. Ocnc!_OcIlll .... asalnal.pIaIIonnor ...
B.KIop _ _ III...n:_JIISIW1gorpUlirrJoIIlII

da1j)jngon_lIICtionorpolilioarlg""See

USE IF WORKfIIG NEAR ELECTRIC.\l. CURRENT.
USE HEMP GUY I.lIES INSTEAO.

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE
alcOhCllornrJrrfit:l/ll..,.

.

~iI!IIM

4._.

~OcIlOl_'II"P.l'

... SlilcI-..

AS ASTEPLADDER
1..... ""'_ilYyGpll1.~soan.fIIi
sNlfl1~.

2. To prctecI chihn. do IIOIleM Iaddet S8I up and

2. OcNII _ _ .. si1l11pao1sho11.tnces .. bock

unaI1Indad .

_1I_1III!'d$llpm_~.

_
Ills. up or cbon: keep body
3. Face_
ladder _
when dinti1g

a
Usa boll! hands ~ drriling.
5. Never tiladder trom the silo ........ ladder $
soared agoirIst sidHise mcIioo.
6. Oonc!_readl.111M! Iadder _ _.
7. 00 1101 "walk' or "jog' ladder _ sIming en I.
8. 00 1101 stand. t i or sit on Incas or ladder top
wilen used
poncn.
9. 00 nOt CMIfcad. 00 Il0lII1II111 tID. piII!form or
~. Mamtaon inn~.

....

MANUFACTURER'S
GRAPHICS
SHOWING
USES/POSITIONS

2. To f1IOIICI Children, do noltem ladder set·up and
_ _ _ rills.
~
3 Fact ladder _ dimboag up or dawn: k.. p boGy

1. 00 NOT USE LADDERS d you I•• easily, are

suolectlo lalnlln9 spells. are using medicine or

MANUFACTURER'S
INSTRUCTIONS
AND/OR GRAPHICS
DEPICTING
LOCKING
MECHANISMS

AS ASINGLE OR EXTENSION lADDER

1. SII,,*1I _ _ 1I1WCP1<ang!e(75-1f.i

_ _ 101I41D1a1
""""".a1Iadder_mb0s6c1_$I4lPOII

~1.,pIa1g_b0s6a

w-...

Marking No. 17

less l1li 3ft.. pia blseal ladder a"""""
01 3ft. m_SI4lPOfI.

2. OcnDC$t1O'ddQ'.IIQ ... ~1III31t.1rcnt .. ~
_ <i'IIb abCMl .. $I4lPOII pcd.

~_

10. Koop IDIIr cfIIst to woIII; Mid pushrIg or IUfirlI
clftoSldeol_.
11. 001101 II1II hsladderil. wildsorSlOmlS.

PROPER CARE AND STORAGE

1. SIore ladder iu. and my piIoI.

2.~_IrdSl.\lPOflIadder_ittransi

3. Never _ _ en ladder.

AS AN EXTENSiON LADDER
I. EJII1d~_anlympni.
orm""",.

-"''IIoIIDJf

2.StanIy"""",_IodIs_~.CI1Od<"
~n

__

cl_"nlnnly~

PROPER CARE AND STORAGE
I.Sllltladderl1,*nGypioct.

2.I'ftl!*tJsoann$l4lPOll_"'''-'
3._
.... _ ... _
4. Kiop _ _ ""htalolllnoJn_.

4.I<ee9_eto.Ilrd no .. 11 fOIIIgn maIerials.

Marking No. 15

Marking No. 16
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SAFETY
FIRST
PLATFORM LADDER -FOR YOUR
SAFETY READ CAREFULLY
PROPER SELECTION
1. Select IOOdeI of proper ~ 10 reaclI WOItII1g 00tgItt.
2. IMPORTANT: LacIdeI$ are desipd ID support l1li9
Derson plus malerlals and lools not more than tile
...,oong lOad on the notice sign on this ladder.
; SeleclIadde!s wIItin the toIowing:
TYPE
DUTY RATJ~
WORKtNG LOAD
IA
INDUSTRIAl·EXTRA HEAVY
300 Ibs.
I
INDUSTRtAL-HEAVY
250 Ibs.

II
III

COMMERCIAL-MEllIUM
HOUSEfiOI.O.I.lGHT

2251bs.
200 bs.

INSPECTION
1. Inspect upan recelpt and before each use, neVBr
cHmb a damaged, bent or broien ladder. all wortdng
pans must be in good woriIing order.
2. Make sura ali mets and jOints. nuts and beltS BrB
light, teet. steps and rungs secure. spIeaders fundiln

property.

3. Keep ladder c:Jean. free from 911Se. oil, mIMI, snow.
wet paJnt and other slippery material Keep yDUI shoes
claan. Ieiltber soies ShOuld not be used.
4. Never maIU! temporarf repais 01 damaged or misSng

CAUTION
DO NOT OVER-REACH
KEEP BODY CENTERED
BElWEEN SIDERAILS

~l

THE LOCKING MECHANISM
MUST BE ENGAGED BEFORE
USING LADDER
MANUFACTURER'S
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USE

DO NOT
STAND
ABOVE
THIS
RUNG

roistmy ladder ntroksn. worn or nelpGSed to lie or
chemicalCOfIOSIOI1.

HINGE OPERATION
MANUFACTURER'S
GRAPHIC
DRAWING

PROPER SET-UP

LOCKED

1. DANGER! METAl. LAOOERS CONDUCT ELECTRlCIlY.
Do not let Jadtfers 01 any maIIriaI come in contact WIth

1M! etec:tricaIwires.
2. Malle sure Jadder is MIy open and speadeIs_
3. Place on afirm SIItac8 and asean too!ing. Do not
use on slippery sunsees. Do not place on boxes.
unstable bases or scaffcIds to gain addlilnal heq11. Do
not place in fmnt 01 door openiIIq toward ladder.
4. HeqlJ1Al8d with casterS, Jock 111 proper position batoIe
clmIiing.
5. H~lAl8dwilh outnggefS. positi:ln per ~

.

.

MANUFACTURER'S
GRAPHIC
DRAWING

IISIrUt:OOnbelore~

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE
1. 00 NOT USE lADDERS Hyou tl!uasiy, are SUlject
10 faInti1g &pels. are using medicine or alCohol or ;n

1lhYSaIY..,
2. To prOIect dIiIdien. do not leave IaIder

UNLOCKED

$II up and

IIII\Iended.
3. Face Jadder wilen cIi!ItIIg up 01 down: keel! body
<*'IIIIed ~ side ra!s.
4.11ar11iin a firm", Use boIII hands III ctimbiIg.
5. Never climb ladder from the SlOe Ulliess ladder is
secured agaiIsI sida-wist tnOIion,
6. Do not tM!I' readI, _ladder_ needed.
7. Do not 'waIr.' 01 'jog"ladderwhllnstanding on it.
8. Do not stand. climb or In on bllC8S or ladder top
wilen used witfQIt _ _ pJItion.
9. Do not CMIIoad. LDIers are nNlltoront pnlII. 00
not use as abID. pJaIIann or_
10. Keep ladder close ID _ a¥Oid pushing 01 pulling
off 10 side ot ladder.

PROPER CARE AND STORAGe
1. SlDnlIadder in Ntund dry fIlIOe.

2.1'IqIerly_ and Siplladder lIlfjJeinlllrlSil.
3. Neverstonl malerialson ladder.
4. Keep SlIp SIoOl dean nfrw gf all 11II'891111111111a15.

Marking No. 18

SET ALL FOUR FEET
ON FIRM LEVEL SURFACE
WEAR SLIP-RESISTANT SHOES
READ ADDITIONAL
INSTRUCTIONS ON LADDER

Marking No. 19

ADDrrONAL
INSTRUcnONS FOR
PROPER CARE AND USE
OF THE LOCKIHINGE
MECHANISM ACCORDING
TO TYPE EACH
MANUFACTURER
EMPLOYS IN THE LADDER.

Marking No. 20

~I"'·n

..

""',-L.,.-L.nuL.,

~.

.II

IIU

urt;;,.,u.;JU

_

U.::J..:JO,t:= I

~o.

_

AMERlCANNATlONALSTANDARDAI4.2-1990

SAFETY
FIRST
USE LADDERS ONLY
IN POSITIONS SHOWN

ARTICULATED LADDER • FOR 'tOUR
SA.FETY READ CAREFULlY
SB.EClJOO
1. _ _ .PROPER
_ .....
_ ..... ..,..
2.IIPOIIINIT: ~ ........... -'0lI0_

-- -._-

.
___
...._.III*,._
.
....
_......-........ .....__
_. ...
~

1 _ _ _ 111",,-,

TYPE

DUlY RATIIG

IA

IIlJS'IIIIAI..·EXlJIUSVY

300 ...

I
I

INOOS'TRIAI.-lEAVY
COIIEIDN..-IIE/lUI

2SO bs.
225111.

•

HClIJSEHCll).U3

200 bs.

Type and/or Duty
Rating

_1IOIII'I~'II<!l_.
....... _.
__....... _ ......
_~

~

o

I

_

.

.

,

n_
.
.
.
..

I

-----..,-...,...---110_
-.......I.Ioopod

toed.......,
.·
2.1IoIot_.
......

Ladder Size

WOIQIG

I.0o\I)

USE IN ANOTHER POSITION
MAY RESULT IN DEATH
OR SERIOUS INJURY

NOTICE

~fI

1iIH-1oII.

Maximum Working Length
(If extension Ladder)

1 ... _ _ Il00 _ _ 01. _ _ .......

-~.

_l1li110_

Highest Standing Level

•. _ - . . . . . , ..... " . . . . . _pn.
5.0.0r_'-"_.i~."

.. _

PROPER SET-UP

101_"..,_
..... "_ ...
-.

1. _IETAL lI4mIS ~8.fCIIICII'I. 00 ....

Total Length of Sections
(If extension Ladder)

ift_oI.lII1_"Iooo1
...... .,..

2.~ .... _IIIiogoo ...

..
"-_

ROIIIe. _ _ ...

3.SooIIi\' _ _
~

._~

A. T.lAD
IlAMJFACTIJRER'S SPfC/F/C

STRAIGHT

Model Number
or Name

MIIlIJCTIOHS /6IE

STEP LADDER

8.T._

LAODER

IlAMJFACnR;RS SFfCIFIC

MIIlIJCTIOHSI£RE

•. rcm:: RIll UIlBS HAWIIl1lllG6 EOIJII9ED wmt

----.
---... __
-- .I_'. . .

Manufacturer or
Distributor Name

l.OCICIG OOGS: I ~ 111_10 _tqos i . . . .

()

_
.... Io:IrinJ~T._ .. _ . " " " ' .
.... ""' ..... _ _ n ..... ,nj -.gdog Clrlill

5. • • • _ - . g .. .-.g_. _ _

... 1Ingt1odo . . . . . . . .,.-.1Inges_0IIIIInJ ...

...6. P1D ......... _ ...
.... _1ooIng. 00 ..... ...
"'_00_
___ .. . .

_.

..

~_..,..OO
_"lnrIoIdaOr
7._",-, _ _ _ .. 1IiII_.

DOUBLE lADDER

OVERHANG
LADDER

1.511 ....... _ _ ._(75-11< ....) .
"' . . . . _ _ • _ _ 101,.10lIl .....

,,,'' __ I0I0_01_-,.

-.-,

Manufacturing Plant
(If multi-plant organization)
Month and Year
of Manulacture

9. _ _ .... _ J I . - . g _ .......

.

"",.

PROPER CLIMBING AND USE

I.DOIIOT usc lAIlIIERS~",""''''''','',.,;"oc11o
InngtpOls. ... " " ' I I - .. ..... ~

SHORT STEP LADDER

... _ _ ... l4>n_.
In.tqes .. Hanly _
~
I".. ~

-.-.g.

2.T.~d1idNr\dD

3. _

C_1t1It lop 11M! bottom _

_ _ 110I11III "lIappRIiId _
_ _ ..
~:A2"rlo"_
. . _""'*

ANSI
Standards Compliance
Warranty
If Warranty Offered

-.

--"'
"
--"'''''_I>0'Il

S. fa _ _ -.g 14> ardoon. keep body...-

ADDmONAL POSITIONS
MAY BE ADDED ACCORDING
TO THE CAPABILITIES OF
EACH PRODUCT THAT MEET
APPLICABLE TEST
PROTOCOLS AND
SPECIRCATIONS OF
THIS STANDARD

6._
....._
'"'.USOboll_~~
7. _ _
IIOI!I"" ......... _

.-od
.,_IIom.,._ .. -....

1fIIOI'"I _ _ •

a.00 ... __ ....

""'..,3~"""'

_"1IfII_

9·~ ......
ID _idlllllngt_ .....

..

.. ""._

nI_'-_

.....,.-._I'0I0..... __ ._

-...

Marking No. 23

UDIg"'''11.C-I4>IInges"",,,,,,,,,_

~"IIngt ..

12. _ _
13.~""' _ _ . _ _ _ _

....Do"'_·"")ag"__

14.
-.g",.
15.00"",_
16 Koop _ _ Io _ _ l'UIfIIlgarpUingollo lie

Illustrations courtesy of
Holly Label Co.

,,PROPER CARE AND STORAGE

-

I. Koop'-IIoo ..

Iafo91_""....,cIos*lly ..

2. _ _ ~""'*,"""

3.... _ _ nllIoo""boogn_

'.~_al.""'.

Marking No. ZI

Marking No. 2Z
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Appendix C . Data Gathering Forms
The following data gathering fonns were developed
by the A 14 Testing task Force to obtain meaningful
infonnation for validating and revalidating the ladder
standard requirements. Having used the fonns with
remarkable success, the A14 Committee wished to
share the beneficial results produced by the fonns
with the users of the ladders.
The ladder use survey basically provides a profile of
ladder user habits, so that incorrect pra~tices can be
corrected by self instruction or be addressed in more
fonnal training efforts. The second fonn, the hi-level .
injury report, is used to determine from the fall victim

70

the various factors surrounding the injury. These
fonns can be used separately or together, since the
survey questionnaire identifies fall victims for later
investigation.
These fonns may be regarded merely as a starting
point or framework. Modification of the basic forms
to provide infonnation more pertinent to a particular
operation is also suggested. They are offered not
only to assist in injury investigation, but to stimulate
spin-offs or other, better investigative fonns and tools
to learn more about the causes of ladder injuries.

STD.AN~.l

A.1ILf.~-t.NbL

.lJiiU

_

U(C't.IJ!:IU

U!J.::Hl't~.IJ

.IJ.IJO_

APPENDIXC

LADDER USE SURVEY

I live in aln)

_ _ apartment
_ _ condominium
_ _ home

1. I use ladders: .
___ once a week or more

__
__
___
___'

___ one story
___ two stories
_ _ more than two stories

_ _ once a month

weight
height
age
sex

___ seldom

2. What types of ladders do you own?
Stepladder:
Extension ladder:
Combination ladder:

Wooden:
___ size
___ size
___ size

___ age
___ age
___ age

Metal:
_ _ size
_ _ size
___ size

___ age
___ age
___ age

3. What ladder accessories do you own?
_ _ top stand-off
___ bottom leveler
_ _ ladder jacks and extension planks
Other, please list:
___ none

4. Are any of your ladders damaged?
___ yes, please describe: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
___ no
Have you used the damaged ladder?
___ usually ___ occasionally

___ never

5. Have you ever used a ladder with supports to make it taller or level?
___ yes, to make it taller
How often? _ _ usually
___ yes, to make it level
How often? _ _ usually
___ yes, on soft ground
___ no

___ occasionally
___ occasionally

6. Have you used a metal ladder when doing live electrical work or near exposed wiring?
___ usually _ _ occasionally ___ never
7. Have you USED a ladder horizontally or in another position for other than climbing?

___ yes, please explain:
_ _ _ nO

8. Have you ever read the instructions on the label of yotir ladder(s)?
___ yes
___ no
___ doesn't have a label

9. Have you ever fallen from a ladder?
___ yes, an extension ladder
___ yes, a stepladder: ___ indoors ___ outdoors
___ yes, a combination ladder: ___ indoors _ _ outdoors
___ no

(~)

10. Do you use a ladder in your occupation?
___ yes, an extension ladder
_ _ yes, a stepladder
___ no

71
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n. .....
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a-.'I""'L..

..tIIIU

UJl::.,.u.::JU

_
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U::J ...

_

APPENDIXC

STEPLADDER
11. Have you climbed the back of a stepladder?
_ _ usually _ _ occasionally _ _ never

12. Have you stood on the bucket shelf of a stepladder?
_ _ usually

_ _ bccasionally

_ _ never

2

13. Have you used a CLOSED stepladder by leaning it
against a wall?
_ _ usually _ _ occasionally _ _ never

14. Have you stood on these positions of a stepladder?
position 1: _ _ to stand on
_ _ to climb higher
position 2: _ _ to stand on
_ _ to climb higher
_ _ neither position

EXTENSION LADDER

15. How do you position an extension ladder?

18. Have you used an extension ladder to climb on the
roof?
_ _ yes
_ _ no
If yes, does it extend beyond the roof eaves a distance of "O"?
_ _ less than 1 foot
_ 1 toot
_ _ 2 feet
_ _ 3 teet
_ _ more than 3 feet

Other position, please sketch:

16. Do you position an extension ladder:
_ _ by myself
_ _ with help

17. How many feet (D) from the wall would you place
this extension ladder?

19. Do you use a rope to extend the top section of
your ladder?
_ _ usually

_0_ _

occasionally

°

_ _ never

20. Do you have difficulty in extending your ladder?

_ _ 3 teet
_ _ 4 feet
_ _ 5 feet
_ _ do not know
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__
.6feet
_ _ 7 feet

_ _ yes, too heavy
_ _ yes, locks malfunction
_ _ no

_ _ 8 feet
(continued)
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21. Do yC?u tie the top of an extension ladder to prevent movement?

/~)
\,~----,/

___ usuallv

_ _ occasionally ___ never

22. 00 you block or tie the bottom of an extension
ladder to prevent movement?
_ _ usually _ _ occasionally _ _ never
23. Do you stand on the top rung of an extension
ladder?
_ _ usually _ _ occasionally ___ never

24. 00 you usually move an extended ladder along a
wall by:
_ _ sliding it to the slide
_ _ standing it vertically and moving extended
ladder
_ _ closing extension and then moving ladder

25. How do you store an extension ladder?
_ _ floor
___ hang, please explain:
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'. BI·LEVEL FALL VICTIM REPORT
This questionnaire is in five parts:
A. Personal conditions at time of ladder fall
B. Identification of ladder involved in fall
C. Conditions of site where fall occurred
D. Activity of climber at time of fall
E. Condition of ladder before and after fall
Part A - Personal Conditions at Time of Ladder Fall

1. Personal data at time of fall:
Sex: _ _ Male _ _ Female Age _ _ Date of fall _ _
Weight _ _ Height _ _ Right handed _ _ Left handed _ _
Education: _ _ Grade school _ _ High School _ _ College
Occupation: _ _ Office _ _ Farmer _ _ Service
_ _ Trade/Craft _ _ Household/Retired
2. Physical limitations before fall:
_ _ None _ _ Sick _ _ Using medication
_ _ Handicapped (trick knee, eyeglasses, foot or back problems, etc; explain)

3. How long were you using ladder when the fall occurred?
_ _ 0-1 hours _ _ 2-4 hours _ _ 5-8 hours
4. Type of injury from fall:
_ _ Sprain _ _ Fracture

5. Part of body injured:
_ _ Head/Neck _ _ Back

_ _ Cuts

_ _ 9-10 hours

_ _ Bruises

_ _ 11 or more hours

_ _ None

_ _ Trunk. _ _ Hand/Arm

_ _ Leg

_ _ Foot/Ankle

Part B - Identification of Ladder Involved in Fall

1. Material of which ladder was made:
_ _ Wood _ _ Metal _ _ Fiberglass
2. Type of ladder used:
_ _ Stepstool
_ _ Stepladder
A= _ _ feet
B =_ _ feet

_Extension
C= _ _ feet

_ _ Straight
D=_feet

_ _ Combination
Indicate if used as
stepladder or extension ladder and fill
in appropriate di·
mension at left:
_ _ Stepladder
_ _ Extension

3. Estimate amount of time ladder was normally used in a 12-month period:
_ _ 1-5 hours _ _ 6-12 hours _ _ 13-20 hours _ _ 21-30 hours
_ _ 31-40 hours _ _ 4,o-SO hours More: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(continued)
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Part C - Conditions of Site Where Fall Occurred:
1. Location of site:
_ _ Inside _ _ Outside

2. Weather (if applicable):
_ _ Dry _ _ Windy

_ _ Rain

_ _ Snow cover

_ _ Clear

3. Ladder base support (can be more than one characteristic):
_ _ Soil _ _ Grass _ _ In shrubs _ _ Gravel
_ _ Concrete __'_ Blacktop _ _ Tile _ _ Wood
Other (explain): __________________
4. Condition of base:
Yes
No
Level
Uneven
Slippery
Hard
Soft
5. Condition at top support (extension ladder only):
_ _ Gutter _ _ Tree _ _ Attic or loft
Wall: _ _ Wood _ _ Metal _ _ Brick
Other:
Part 0 - Activity of Climber at Time of Fall

1. What were you doing?
_ _ Painting _ _ Cleaning _ _ Pruning _ _ Storing
Working on: _ _ Roof _ _ Wall _ _ Gutter
Other: ___________________________________
2. Height of work area (ceiling, shelf, window, tree branch, etc):

___ feet

3a. Stepladder:
When fall occurred I was:
_ _ Climbing down
_ _ Climbing up
_ _ Standing
_ _ Reaching up
_ _ Reaching to the side
_ _ Coming down to A from above
_ _ Going up from A to above

A

Location
on ladder.

__ A
__ B

__ C

__ 0
__ E

__ F

__ G
Stepladder closed, leaning against:
_ _ Wall
_ _ Tree
_ _ Other

(continued)
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3b. Extension ladder:
When fall occurred I was:
_ _ Climbing down
_ _ Climbing up
_ _ Standing
_ _ Reaching up
_ _ Reaching up the side
_ _ Coming off roof
_ _ GOing on roof

.wALL

Location
on ladder:

__ A
__ 8
__ C

__ D
__ E

__ F

__ G
Extension ladder used as straight ladder:
_ _ Taken apart
_ _ Fully closed

_ _ FT

vTOWALl

4. What appeared to happen at the time of the fall?
_ _ Lost balance
_
Missed a step or rung
_ _ Ladder tipped
_ _ Ladder slipped at top
_ _ Ladder slipped at bottom

_ _ Step or rung broke
_ _ Ladder collapsed
_ _ Electric shock
_ _ Extension lock failed
_ _ Wind blown

5: Personal assessment of the fall:
Yes
Was using the right ladder for the job
Placed the ladder correctly
Read labels and other literature
Personal condition was a factor
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0' st,,;ght ladd., d"""," '0' _blnation 1add8' ""en used as extensiOn Iadd.,) ,
Place .... folloWing identifoc",on m"ks on ,ketch next to ...,,,,,,iate part'

2. Identification of extension
(A) Sent;

(S) Broken:

(1) Before fall;

tel Missing; ,(0) Malfunctioning

(2~ Afterfall

'
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